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PUBLIC S:=RVICE 
CO ,'J. '.\1 ~SS i ON 

Case No. 2017-00143 

RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO COREY BIDDLE'S 
REQUEST FOR REHEARING ON THE COMMISSION'S APRIL 24, 2018 

ORDER DENYING MR BIDDLE'S REQUEST FOR INTERVENTION 

1. Kentucky RSA #3 Cellular General Partnership d/b/a Bluegrass Cellular 

("Kentucky RSA #3"), for its response in opposition to Corey Biddle's application for rehearing 

on the Commission's April 11, 2018 order denying Mr. Biddle's request for intervention, states 

as follows. 

INTRODUCTION 

2. Mr. Biddle seeks rehearing of the Commission's April 11, 2018 Order denying his 

motion for intervention in this matter. Mr. Biddle's motion should be denied for two reasons. 

First, Mr. Biddle presents no new facts that would assist the Commission in rendering its 

decision on Kentucky RSA #3 's application to construct a cell tower. Instead, Mr. Biddle seeks 

rehearing to restate his contention that replacement of the existing tower will affect surrounding 

property values. Second, Mr. Biddle threatens to continue to unduly complicate and disrupt these 

proceedings by failing to adhere to procedural regulations and repeatedly seeking the staff 

attorney's assistance. Accordingly, Mr. Biddle's request for rehearing should be denied. 



FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

3. On October 25, 2017, Kentucky RSA #3 filed an application requesting a CPCN 

to construct a wireless communications facility at 6199 Highway 2779, Hardinsburg, 

Breckinridge County, Kentucky ("Stephensport cell tower"). Mr. Biddle and Mr. John Potts filed 

requests to intervene on December 27, 2017. Prior to requesting intervention, Mr. Biddle and 

Potts filed public comments expressing concerns regarding the tower's location, the effect it may 

have on neighboring property values and the potential for collocation. On February 5, 2018, Mr. 

Mr. Biddle, Mr. Potts, legal counsel for Kentucky RSA #3, and representatives of Kentucky RSA 

#3 attended an informal conference to discuss Mr. Potts's and Mr. Biddle's concerns. On or 

about March 5, 2018, a memorandum was entered on to the record summarizing the informal 

conference. 

4. On April 11, 2018, the Commission denied Mr. Biddle's and Mr. Potts's requests 

for intervention. On April 24, 2018, Mr. Biddle e-mailed the staff attorney assigned to this matter 

and demanded rehearing. (April 24 email, attached hereto as Exhibit 1.) Counsel for Kentucky 

RSA #3 was not initially copied. The staff attorney advised that such a demand would have to be 

filed and made a part of the record and served upon counsel for Kentucky RSA #3. A demand for 

rehearing was made part of the formal record in this matter on May 4, 2018, but was not served 

upon counsel for Kentucky RSA #3. (May 4, 2018 demand for rehearing, attached hereto as 

Exhibit 2.) Mr. Biddle purports to make the request for rehearing for himself and Mr. Potts. 

However, there is no indication that Mr. Potts has authorized Mr. Biddle to make this request on 

his behalf. Despite having been repeatedly advised, Mr. Biddle failed to serve his request for 

rehearing upon counsel for Kentucky RSA #3 as required pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 

4(8) and 807 KAR 5:001, Section 6. 



STANDARD OF REVIEW 

5. An application for intervenor status is governed by 807 KAR 5:001, Section 

4(11). Intervenor status is granted where the Commission finds that the proposed intervenor "has 

a special interest in the case that is not otherwise adequately represented" or that the proposed 

intervenor "is likely to present issues or to develop facts that assist the commission in fully 

considering the matter without unduly complicating or disrupting the proceedings." 

6. A request for rehearing on a decision of the Commission is made pursuant to KRS 

§ 278.400. The statute provides as follows: 

After a determination has been made by the commission in any hearing, 
any party to the proceedings may, within twenty (20) days after the service 
of the order, apply for a hearing with respect to any of the matters 
determined. Service of a commission order is complete three (3) days after 
the date the order is mailed. The application shall specify the matters on 
which a rehearing is sought. The commission shall either grant or deny the 
application for rehearing within twenty (20) days after it is filed, and 
failure of the commission to act upon the application within that period 
shall be deemed a denial of the application. Notice of the hearing shall be 
given in the same manner as notice of an original hearing. Upon the 
rehearing any party may offer additional evidence that could not with 
reasonable diligence have been offered on the former hearing. Upon 
the rehearing, the commission may change, modify, vacate or affirm its 
former orders, and make and enter such order as it deems necessary. 

KRS § 278.400 (emphasis added). 

ARGUMENT AND ANALYSIS 

I. No new facts have been presented. 

7. Mr. Biddle's demand for rehearing presents no new facts that would assist the 

Commission in rendering its decision on Kentucky RSA #3's application. In its April 24 order, 

the Commission found that "Mr. Biddle and Mr. Potts [were] unlikely to present issues or 



develop facts that will assist the Commission in fully considering this matter." (April 24 Order, 

p. 5.) 

8. Mr. Biddle's request for rehearing asserted the same concern that was previously 

raised in Mr. Potts's and Mr. Biddle's public comments, discussed in detail at the informal 

conference, and considered in the Commission's April 24 Order, that being the effect that a new 

tower may have on adjacent property values. Moreover, Mr. Biddle and Mr. Potts present no new 

evidence that "could not with reasonable diligence have been offered" at the February 5 informal 

conference. KRS § 278.400. Mr. Biddle simply seeks a second bite at the apple to assert the 

same arguments that were already rejected. Accordingly, Mr. Biddle's request for rehearing 

should be denied. 

II. Mr. Biddle threatens to continue to unduly complicate this proceeding. 

9. Moreover, Mr. Biddle threatens to continue to unduly complicate and disrupt this 

proceeding. Throughout this proceeding, Mr. Biddle has solicited legal advice from the staff 

attorney assigned to this matter regarding applicable statutes and regulations, timelines to act, 

and potential next steps to consider. Even though no consulting group or counsel hired by Mr. 

Biddle has made an appearance to date, Mr. Biddle maintains that rehearing is necessary to hear 

his case as presented by his alleged counsel and an alleged consulting group. Even if his counsel 

or a consulting group had made an appearance, rehearing is not warranted because Mr. Biddle 

continues to advance the same arguments that have been raised and rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Kentucky RSA #3 Cellular General Partnership d/b/a Bluegrass Cellular 

respectfully requests that Mr. Biddle's request for rehearing be denied. 
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,_,u-...,=d T. Depp 
Felix H. Sharpe, II 
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Suite 2500 
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(502) 585-2207 (facsimile) 
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Counsel to Kentucky RSA #3 Cellular 
General Partnership d/b/a Bluegrass 
Cellular 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

It is hereby certified that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing was served via First 

Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, to the following individuals this 11th day of May, 

2018: 

Mr. Corey M. Biddle 
6070 Haysville Road 
Guston, Kentucky 40142 

John K. Potts 
204 North Main Street 
Hardinsburg, Kentucky 40143 



From: Koenig, Brittany H (PSC) [mailto:brittany.koeniq@ky.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 11:14 AM 
To: Corey Biddle 
Cc: Sharpe, Felix; Pinney, Jeb E (PSC); Bowker, Andrew (PSC) 
Subject: RE: Case 2017-00143 

Mr. Biddle, 
I cannot give you legal advice and can only direct you to the statutes to answer your procedural 

questions. I am copying Mr. Sharpe, legal counsel for Kentucky RSA #3, on this ema il. The Commission 
issued an Order on April 11, 2018 which denies intervention (attached), you have 23 days from that date 
with in which to file a formal notice that you are seeking rehearing on the issue of intervention . (See KRS 
278.400 below) You will need to file your notice with the Commission referencing the case no. 2017-
00143 and send a copy to the other party in the case, Kentucky RSA #3, via their counsel, Mr. 
Sharpe. You may consult legal counsel regarding a request for hearing on the underlying matter. You 
may file any formal notice at th is address and reference the Case No. 2017-00143: 

Public Service Commission 
ATIN : Gwen Pinson, Executive Director 
2 11 Sower Blvd 
PO Box 615 
Frankfort, KY 40602-0615 

Please be advised that Staff is not a party to the case and the views of Staff are not binding on the 
Commission . The Commission only speaks through its orders. 

Thank you, 
Brittany Hayes Koenig 
Staff Attorney II 
Office of General Counsel 
Kentucky Public Service Commission 
211 Sower Boulevard 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602 
(502) 782-2591 

KRS § 278-400 

278-400 Rehearing 
Currentness 

After a determination has been made by the commission in any hearing , any party to 
the proceedings may, within twenty (20) days after the service of the order, apply for a 
hearing with respect to any of the matters determined. Service of a commission order is 
complete three (3) days after the date the order is mailed . The application shall specify 
the matters on which a rehearing is sought. The commission shall either grant or deny 
the application for rehearing within twenty (20) days after it is filed , and fa ilure of the 
commission to act upon the application within that period shall be deemed a denial of 
the application . Notice of the hearing shall be given in the same manner as notice of an 
original hearing . Upon the rehearing any party may offer additional evidence that cou ld 
not with reasonable diligence have been offered on the former hearing . Upon the 



rehearing , the commission may change, modify, vacate or affirm its former orders, and 
make and enter such order as it deems necessary. 

Credits 

HISTORY: 1994c142, § 1, eff. 7-15-94; 1982 c 82, § 44, eff. 7-15-82; 1978 c 379, § 47; 
1942 c 208, § 1; KS 3952-36 

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 278.400 (West) 

From: Corey Biddle [mailto:cbiddle@bdsafetyllc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Ap ril 24, 2018 2:22 PM 
To: Koenig, Brittany H (PSC) <brittany.koenig@ky.gov> 
Subject: Case 2017-00143 

Hello Brittany, 

I received a letter that stated our request for intervention is denied, it appears our position was 
deemed to be "opinion" . 

Kenny and I both want to challenge this decision in whatever way possible. We'd like to have a 
better opportunity to present "fact" associated with this case. We both feel this process did not 
properly inform us nor allow us to understand the process nor time line. We have found 
consultants and are willing to hire legal council to ensure we have the proper opportunity and 
ability to access our position as factual and relevant. 

Please let me know how we need to go about challenging this. We are asking for a hearing, 
public hearing, re-hearing .... . whatever is necessary to allow us to further present our case and 
provide more information. 

Thank you, 

Corey M. Biddle 
Adjoining Land Owner 
270-547-9672 
biddlecm@gmail.com 
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Case No. 2017-00143 
1 message 

Corey Biddle ___ _ 

To :~ 
Cc----

Corey Biddle 

RECEtVt=D 

PURUC SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

Fri, May 4, 2018 at 12:05 PM 

Mr. Potts and I are requesting a rehearing regarding Case No. 2017-00143. We have recently received the response 
identifying our positions as opinion and we certainly disagree. 

I have attached several studies and published articles that reinforce the fact that these towers can and do affect property 
values. This proposed site would place the tower IN the subdivision and near the entrance which all of these publications 
identify as the "worst case scenario". We are hiring a consulting group to assist us with the fact finding. The consultants 
have a good deal of experience in these matters and have been successful making our argument in other cases across 
the country. We're also in the process of hiring legal representation to better our position and understanding with this 
process. 

We respectfully request a rehearing on this matter. We thought we would be scheduled for a hearing in person there in 
Frankfort. We expected to receive further communications and an actual hearing in person where we could prepare to 
make our case in a more thorough manor. Please allow the rehearing so we can more sufficiently support our position. 

Thank you, 

Corey M. Biddle 
~ndOwner 

6 attachments 

Business Wire 2014.pdf 
403K 

Cost of Convenience 2016.pdf 
8630K 

HUD Reference Guide.pdf 
324K 

New York Times 201 O.pdf 
1226K 

ReaJtor Mag 2014.pdf 
263K 

':!) G Maps of Subdiv ision and Area.pdf 
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utilities being extended. No tower tS best but I'll take a compromise if necessary to avoid irreparable harm 
to the lat1dluwestment 

I wit be sending this as a registered letter as we" along with the copy of the survey I have the original 
survey l that needs to be presented. 

Thank you, 

Corey M. Biddle 
B&D Training and Safety Consulting. LLC. 

-
"!'-- ,.....,,. -,,,r .<rr~.fUTe of wealth. i'> J(Jllf llt!altlr. Work Saft'ly!" 

~ Subdivlakm Surv.,. PDF 2017-05-12.pdf 
459K 
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The Cost of Convenience: Estimating the Impact of 
Communication Antennas on Residential Property 

Values 

Stephen L. Locke and Glenn C. Blomquist 

ABSTRACT. Tlzis paper applies /1edonic and quasi
expaimental methods to measure the disamenity 
value of communication antennas. We take advcmtage 
of a rich dataset of reside111iul housing sales from 
central Kentucky that contains w1 e.xtensi1·e set of 
stnictural housing clwracteristics and precise loca
tion infonnation. This allows us to o~·ercomr rndo
grneity issues cauud by 1mobservablr characteristics 
mr"l111ed with tmtenna location. Thr best estimate 
of the impact is that a property with a visible ante111w 
located l,OOOfut a\\.ay u/lsfor l.82'7c ($3,3421 less 
than u similar property located 4,500 fut aWCI)'. The 
aggregate impact is S/0.0 million for properties lo
cated within I ,000 fret. (JEL Q5 J, R2 l) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Accompanying the desirable growth of cell 
phone and wireless Internet usage has been 
the not-so-desirable appearance of communi
cation antennas. Cell phone usage worldwide. 
and especially in the United States, has grown 
fast. According to the Cellular Telephone In
dustries Association, in December of 1998 
there were 69.2 million wireless subscribers. 
Fifteen years later, in December 2013. that 
number was 335.7 million.I To put this in per
spective, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated 
the population to be 270.2 million in 1998 and 
316.5 million in 2013. The United States has 
gone from 25.6% of the population haYing a 
wireless subscription in 1998 to more than 
one subscription per person in 2013. With the 
advances in mobile technology it is possible 
to do nearly every task that was once only 

1 Visit hup://v.:ww.ctia.org/ for more information about 
the growth of cellular subscriptions in the United States. 
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possible on a desktop computer on a mobile 
device that fits in the palm of a hand. Like any 
other good or service, the added convenience 
of mobile technology has costs. · 

Economists have long been interested in 
estimating impacts of disamenities in urban 
areas. For examples see Mieszkowski and 
Saper (1978) on airport noise, Kohlhase 
( 1991) on toxic waste sites, and Kiel and Wil
liams (2007) on Superfund sites. An area that 
has received linle attention is the disamenity 
associated with cell phone towers and com
munication antennas. As the demand for cell 
phones and mobile technology increases, it is 
followed by an increase in demand for reliable 
coverage, which in turn leads to an increase 
in the number of antennas. In the mid-1990s 
there was a sharp increase in the number of 
antenna structures to accompany the mobile 
phone technology that was becoming more 
prevalent. Choosing the location for an an
tenna involves conflicting incentives for resi
dents. Land owners may want to have an an
tenna located on their property because it 
provides an additional source of income and 
better cell phone reception for residents in its 
vicinity.2 However, these structures are visu
ally unpleasant. Resident-; tend to object to 
ha\'ing them located nearby because of the vi
sual disamenity they create or because of ad
verse health effects they may associate with 

2 Airwavc Managt!mcnt. LLC, provides some insight 
in lo the amount of income these cell phone !Owers can gen
ermc for a land owner. According to their website. payments 
can reach us high a, 560.000 per year (wv.:w.cdl-tower-
1 ca. 'c~. cum/Ccll-Towcr-Lt:u:-c-Rut .:s.html). 

The authors are, respectively. a~sistunt professor, De
partment of Economics. Western Kentucky t.:niver
sily. Bowling Green: and professor. Department of 
Economics. Martin School of Public Policy and Ad
ministrntion. Univei:.ity of Kt!ntucky. Lexington. 
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the antennas.3 Towers arc often highly visible, 
and potential siting can induce objections 
from residents in the receiving neighborhood. 
Municipalities have used delays in the ap
proval process in an attempt to appease pro
testors and possibly prevent siting.4 Unlike 
some disamenities such as airport noise, in
formation about the visual disamenity is avail
able.5 

Figure I illustrntes when an externality is 
likely to exist, and the situation when a nearby 
antenna could provide a net benefit to nearby 
residents. In the upper photo. an antenna is 
located on a property adjacent to a residential 
subdivision. Regardless of any compensation. 
the antenna structure is likely to be considered 
a disamenity by nearby residents." The lower 
photo shows an antenna that could provide a 
net benefit to nearby residents. The structure 
located at point A is hidden behind a thicket 
of trees and far enough away from the nearest 
neighbor (point C) so as not to impose any 
cost. If the owner of the property at point B 
owns the land where the antenna is located, 
the owner is receiving payments from the an
tenna's owner, while nearby residents receive 

1 Despite concern.; about negative health effects from the 
radio wa\e> emitted from mobile dt:vice5. a comprehen.si' c 
'tudy of the health effoci,; related to cell phone and l"t:ll 
phone antenna.' by Roo.;li et al. 120101 rinds that there is no 
conclusive evidence that u.'ing cell phones or living nt:arccll 
phone towers hanns human health. Nevertheless. the pcr
cepuon of such risk> ma) be >ufiicient to allcr behavior. 

1 See City of Arlington, Texas 1•. Federal Communica
tion' Con~ion. 133 S. Ct. 1863. 

5 A rec.:nc article by Alcantar.i t2012), with AOL Real 
State, highlights the concerns rc.-;idents have about having 
a communication antenna located near their propcn). A> 
reponed, a group of re'ident' in Mes.i. Arizona. is prote,ting 
the >iling of a cell phone tm\.cr m the group\ neighhorhooJ 
One resident is quotcd as sa) mg. "Apart from the tO\\.Cr 
being so tall. \\e all feel that propcn} valu~s will go dO\\n 
if they build it >0 clos.:. Most JX'Ople I Imo\\. wouldn't \\.ant 
to buy a hoU>e near a cell phone to\\.er." 

6 If the stru~1urc w.is con,tructo.:d before the residents 
moved in or built a house in thb >Ubdi\ ision, no uncompen
sated e:1;ternality e~ists. They have preference> such that the 
'cructure does not affect them. or they were compen.>atcd for 
thi: visual aspect of the struL1urc though a lower pun::hasc 
price. Hov.·ever, if the .,tructurc "as constructed after the 
re.ideal> moved in or built in thi> >ub<livision. the\ are af
fected by the sight of the structure and a lower saie> pnce 
if they do decide co -.ell the property. The land owner v.hen: 
the ,tructure is located i, receiving pa) mcnts from the an
tenna's owner, \\hilc all affected nearby re,idenb are not 
being compefil<ltcd. 

the benefit of improved coverage. In this sit
uation the potential disamenity is mitigated by 
trees. Having an antenna located nearby 
should not decrease property values; it prob
ably increases property values where the an
tennas are located. 

The purpose of this paper is to apply he
donic and quasi-experimental methods to 
measure any disamenity caused by commu
nication antennas, controlling for endogenous 
antenna location and changes in unobserved 
housing and neighborhood characteristics. 
Spatial fixed effects are used to control for any 
time-invariant unobservables correlated with 
proximity to an antenna. The repeat sales 
method and quasi-experimental techniques 
are used to address time-invariant and time
varying unobserved characteristics that could 
affect the equilibrium hedonic price function. 
Quasi-experimental techniques are becoming 
increasingly common in the environmental 
economics literature and are used instead of 
instrumental variables when there is not ran
dom assignment into treatment and control 
groups (Greenstone and Gayer 2009). 

II. RECENT WORK ON VALUING 
Al\ilENITIES/DISAMENITIES 

Omitted variables are a concern when es
timating hcdonic price functions. Following 
Rosen ( 1974), the hedonic price function 
of property i can be represented by P; = 
P(S;,N;,Q;). where P; is the price of property 
i. S;, N;, and Q; are the structurnl, neighbor
hood. and environmental characteristics. re
spectively. Consumers have utility U = 
U(X.S;,N;,Q;). which is maximized subject 

to the budget constraint P; + X = M. where X 
is a Hicksian composite commodity with price 
equal to $1, and M is income. This gives the 
following first-order condition: 

[I] 

The marginal rate of substitution between the 
environmental characteristic and the compos
ite good X is equal to the slope of the hcdonic 
price function (market clearing locus) in the 
environmental characteristic Qi· Once the he
donic price function P; has been estimated. 
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FIG RE I 
House ' Likely Affet.:led (upper photo) and Houses Likely ot Affet.:ted (lower photo) by 1 earby Antenna 

~ource· Google Earth 2014. 20 1 . 

the paitial derivative of Pi with respect to the 
en iron.mental characteri ti Q; i equal to the 
implicit price of the environmental character
istic. Howe er. when there are characteristics 
unavoidably omitted from Pi that are co1Te
lated with Q; the estimate of willingne s to 
pay for Q; will be bin ed. Endogeneity in the 
location of the antenna tructures is the great
e t concern in e timation . Holding all el e 
onstant, owners of the ntenna rructure are 

going to lo ate them in area where it co ts 

the lea t. If not taken into account, this incen
tive will lead to an overestimate of the nega
tive impact the 'e structure · have on property 
value . Other i ues that have to be addre sed 
in e timation concern buyers ' orting (Cam
eron and McConnaha 2006; Bayer. Keohane, 
and Timmin 2009; Bieri , Kuminoff, and 
Pope 2012; Kuminoff, Smith , and Timmins 
20 I 3) and the tability of the hedonic price 
fun tion (Kuminoff and Pope 2014: Haninger, 
Ma, and Timmins 2014). To addres · the sort-
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ing concern, spatial fixed effects are included 
to control for unobservables that may influ
ence both buyers· location choices and the lo
cation of communication antennas. The most 
recent panel data techniques that address both 
time-invariant and time-varying unobserva
bles are used to account for the possibility of 
a changing hedonic price function after the 
construction of a nearby antenna. 

While Rosen (l 97 4) shows that the partial 
derivative of P; with respect to Q; provides 
an estimate of the willingness to pay for a 
small change in the environmental good Q ;. 
the appropriate functional form for the he
donic price function is uncertain. Cropper, 
Deck, and McConnell ( l 988) use simulations 
to determine how different functional forms 
perform when there are omitted variables in 
the hedonic price regression. They find that 
flexible functional forms perfom1 well when 
all of the attributes are included, but recom
mend using a more parsimonious functional 
form when there are omitted variables. Since 
Cropper, Deck, and McConnell's (1988) 
work, sample sizes have increased dramati
cally, advances in geographical information 
systems allow researchers to control for pre
viously unobserved spatial characteristics, un
observed structural housing characteristics are 
much less of a concern, and quasi-experimen
tal techniques have become more prevalent. 
Kuminoff, Parmeter, and Pope (2010) find 
that Cropper, Deck. and McConnell's (1988) 
recommendations should be reconsidered. 
When using cross-section data. Kuminoff. 
Parmeter, and Pope (20 IO) find that the qua
dratic Box-Cox functional form with spatial 
fixed effects performs best. However, for 
practical purposes, including spatial fixed ef
fects significantly reduces bias regardless of 
the functional form used.7 

Kuminoff. Parmeter, and Pope (2010) also 
show that exploiting variation in an environ
mental amenity for properties that sell multi
ple times can reduce bias in willingness-to
pay estimates compared to pooled ordinary 
least squares with fixed effects. If the spatially 
correlated unobservables are time invariant, 

7 Since the quadratic Box-Cox is still computationally 
imeru.ive and the i;oet1ii;icnts are dit1ii;ult to interpret. :-em
ilog and linear Box-Cox models are commonly used. 

their effect will be purged from the model 
when first differences are taken. However, if 
the unobservables are not time invariant, the 
estimates from a repeat sales model will be 
biased. Repeat sales models have recently 
been used to estimate the impact of changing 
cancer risks (Gayer, Hamilton, and Viscusi 
2002), the siting of wind farms (Heintzelman 
and Tuttle 2012), Superfund site remediation 
(Mastromonaco 2014), and reductions in 
three of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's criteria air pollutants (Bajari et al. 
2012). 

While there are advantages of using the re
peat sales method and qua.;;i-experimental 
techniques to eliminate the bias caused by 
time-invariant unobservables, these methods 
estimate a capitalization rate that is not nec
essarily equal to the marginal willingness to 
pay. It is possible that the presence of, or 
change in, an environmental (dis)amenity can 
cause the hedonic price function to change 
over time. Kuminoff and Pope (2014) and 
Haninger, Ma, and Timmins (2014) show that 
as long as the hedonic price function is con
stant over time, there should be no difference 
between the capitalization rate and the mar
ginal willingness to pay. Given that the com
munication antennas are expected to have 
relatively small impacts on property values. it 
is unlikely that the construction of a new an
tenna structure will lead to a change in the 
hedonic price function. But. this issue will be 
addressed. 

Kurninoff, Parmeter, and Pope (2010) find 
that a generalized difference-in-differences 
estimator with interactions between the time
dummy variables and housing characteristics 
to allow the shape of the price function to 
change over time performs best when panel 
data are available. Linden and Rockoff (2008) 
provide a technique for defining treatment and 
control groups so that difference-in-differ
ences can be used to estimate the impact of 
environmental (dis)amenities when treatment 
and control groups are not clearly defined. 
Their technique has recently been used to es
timate the impact of brownfield remediation 
(Haninger, Ma, and Timmins 2014) and shale 
gas developments (Muehlenbachs, Spiller, 
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and Timmins 2014).8 Parmeter and Pope 
(2013) provide a thorough overview of the 
difference-in-differences method and otht:r 
quasi-experimental techniques. By differenc
ing over time, the difference-in-differences 
method controls for time-invariant unobserv
ables, just like the fixed effects and repeat 
sales methods, but also overcomes problems 
with time-varying unobservables with the 
''common trends" assumption.9 

Mastromonaco (20 I 4) and Bajari et al. 
(2012) both propose methods for reducing 
bias caused by time-varying spatially corre
lated unobservables. Mastrornonaco (2014) 
includes census tract-year fixed effects that 
allow the effect of unobservables at the neigh
borhood level to vary over time in a repeat 
sales model. Bajari et al. (2012) also use a 
repeat sales model but exploit information 
contained in the residual from the first sale to 
learn about the characteristics of the house 
that the researcher cannot observe directly. In 
contrast, the data used in this study have 
house characteristics at the time of each sale 
and allow for control of time-varying housing 
characteristics that are typically unobservable. 
In this study the results below show that the 
unobservables at the neighborhood level that 
are correlated with proximity to a communi
cation antenna are time invariant and are ad
equately controlled for using spatial fixed ef
fects. 

Ill. DATA ON HOUSING AND 
ANTENNAS 

Housing data covering a period of 12 years 
from 2000 to 20 I l were extracted from two 
multiple listing services that serve the Louis
ville and Elizabethtown areas in central Ken-

8 Muehlenbad1.-., Spiller, and Timmins (2014) 11.-.e a Jif
fercnce-in-difference-in-diffcrcnces model. They use the 
Linden and Rockoff (2008) technique to find the distance at 
which shale gas developments do not impact property val
ue.-.. but also use the local public water service areu to define 
u second treatment group. Similar to owners of lund where 
shale gas well~ are drilled, o"Wners of land where commu
nication antennas arc located receive payments from the an
tenna's owner. 

'I In this study, a majority of communication antennas 
were built sever.tl years before the property wa-; sold. mak
ing a visual check of the ··common trends"' assumption dif
ficult. 

tucky. IO The housing data contain an exten
sive set of structural housing characteristics, 
closing date, and sales price for every prop
erty sold. All property addresses were geo
coded. and a standardized address and latitude 
and longitude were assigned to each prop
erty. 11 This standardized address is used to 
identify houses that are sold multiple times. 

These data are much richer than data ex
tracted from a local property valuation admin
istrator or data from DataQuick that are com
monly used. While data from each of those 
sources identify properties that are sold more 
than once, the structural housing characteris
tics are recorded only for the most recent 
transaction. The data used here identify prop
erties that are sold more than once during the 
sample period and record the structural hous
ing characteristics each time the property is 
sold. This detail allows for a check of the as
sumption that structural housing characteris
tics are constant over time, an assumption that 
is often made when using the repeat sales 
method. 

Data for the communication antennas come 
from the Federal Communication Commis
sion's (FCC) Antenna Structure Registration 
database. 12 This database includes all com
munication antennas in the United States that 
are registered with the FCC. All antennas that 
may interfere with air traffic must be regis
tered with the FCC to make sure the lighting 
and painting requirements are met. These data 
contain antenna characteristics such as dates 
of construction and demolition. latitude and 
longitude, antenna height, and antenna type. 
It is possible there are antennas located in the 
study area that are not registered, but this is 

IO Please contact the author regurding any questions 
about the multiple listing service data. 

11 One i>.-.ue with geocoJing uddrt!>M:~ 1s that the coor
dinates will correspond to the location on the street where 
the property is located and not the exact coordinates of the 
actual house: Filippova and Rehm (2011) were able to over
come this u>ing the coordinates where the home wus locuted 
within the plot. In the current study, properties thut were not 
assigned a standardiLed address and a unique latitude and 
longitude were excluded from the final ~ample. Properties 
with less than 500 square feet or more than 10.000 square 
feet, or zero bedrooms or zero full baths were also dropped. 

11 Antenna Structure Registration database available at 
http://wireless.fcc:.gov/antennalin-
dcx.htm"'job = uls_trlUlsaction&page =weekly. 
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rare. Since the construction date of each an
tenna needs to be known to ensure the anten
nas located near houses were standing when 
the properties sold, antennas that did not in
clude a construction date were dropped. 13 

Google Earth 14 was used to verify whether not 
an antenna was standing when the property 
sold if there was a dismantled date recorded. 
Since the images include the date the image 
was captured, it was possible to identify 
whether the antenna was standing when the 
property sold. 15 

ArcGIS 16 was used to determine several lo
cation-specific characteristics. They include 
( l) the census tract in which each house is 
located, (2) the census block group in which 
each house is located, (3) distance to the near
est communication antenna, (4) distance to the 
nearest parkway/interstate. (5) distance to the 
nearest railroad, and (6) distance to the Fort 
Knox military base. Since the visual disamen
ity of communication antennas is the focus of 
this study, all proximity measures were cal
culated using straight-line distances. All an
tennas within a IO-mile radius of each prop
erty that were standing when the property was 
sold were identified. This information was 
used to determine the number of antennas lo
cated within specified distances from each 
property. In addition, using the Viewshed tool 
in ArcGIS. a variable was created that is dis
tance to the nearest visible communication an
tenna for each house in the sample. This vari
able facilitates isolation of the impact of 
visual pollution (see Paterson and Boyle 
2002; Jensen, Panduro, and Lundhede 2014). 
This variable is used along with (uncondi
tional) distance for comparison. 

1 l Since the earliest construction year in the sample of 
antennas is 1927 and the latest 2011, it cannot be as>umed 
that the absence of a construction date means the antennas 
with missing dates were built before the year '.l.000 and can 
be included in the final sample. 

14 See www.google.com/earth/ for access to images. 
l ~ This was a concern for only a handful of antenna.'. 

Multiple ante= v.cre assigned the >amc coordinates. and 
it was determined that this corresponded to multiple anten
nas being mounted on the same structure. Some demolition 
dates indicated that an antenna was removed, and some dem
olition dates indicated that the actual structure v.a.' taken 
dov.n. Being cfamantled refers to the latter. 

16 See www.esri.com/softv.arc/arcgi>. 

Averages or shares for the housing char
acteristics are given in Table l. The typical 
house sold for $183,609 (in 2011 dollars), has 
three bedrooms and two full bathrooms, is 
l ,655 square feet in size, has a lot size of 
about eight-tenths of an acre, and is 33 years 
old. Holding all else constant, the owner of a 
communication antenna will attempt to locate 
the antenna in an area that minimizes the an
tenna owner's cost. To check if antennas are 
located in areas where property values are low 
to begin with, Table 1 also shows averages for 
houses within and beyond 4,500 feet of an 
antenna. 17 Houses within 4,500 feet of an an
tenna sell for $32,991 ( 16%) less than houses 
more than 4,500 feet away, have slightly 
fewer bedrooms and bathrooms, are smaller, 
and are on smaller lots. The most notable dif
ference is that houses within 4.500 feet of an 
antenna are about 18 years older on average 
than houses more than 4,500 feet away from 
an antenna. The differences in means between 
houses within and beyond 4,500 feet are sta
tistically different from zero at usual levels for 
all characteristics except for Within 1 Mile Ft. 
Knox. It appears that communication anten
nas are in fact located in areas where proper
ties are less valuable. While most of the dif
ference in sales prices for houses within and 
beyond 4,500 feet of an antenna can be ex
plained by differences in the rypes of houses, 
the primary focus of this study is controlling 
for differences that are unobservable. The pre
cise location information for each house pro
vided in the data is used to control for these 
unobservables.1 8 

For the full sample of houses, the median 
distance to the nearest visible antenna when a 
house is sold is 4,459 feet, or approximately 
0.84 miles. The mean distance is 5,959 feet 
( 1.3 miles) with a standard deviation of 5,334 

17 4.500 feet is approximately the median value of dis
tance to the nearest standing antenna in this sample. Distance 
in thou,ands of feet is used in the analysis that follows. 

IK A regression of the number of communication anten
na.' in a ccnsu' tract on the median sales price and cen,us 
tract demographics suggests that the number of antennas m 
a ccnsu' trnct is negati\el} correlated with property values. 
However. even though the coefficient has the expected sign, 
the coefficient is not ~tatistically different from zero at con
\ cntional levels. and the median sales prict: and Jcmogrnph
ics ex pl.tin only gq. of the \'ariation in the number of com
munication antennas m a census tract. 
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TABLE I 

Mean or Share for Structural Housing Characteristics 

Variables All Lt!ss thun 4.500 ft Greater than 4.500 ft 

Sales price (2011 dollars) 183.609 167,235 200.226 
Bedrooms 3.241 3.161 3.323 
Full bathrooms 1.811 1.687 1.937 
Partial bathrooms 0.368 0.346 0.39 
Square feet of living space 1.655 1.573 1.739 
Lot size (acres> 0.82 0.383 1.263 
Lot size missing 0.046 0.0-W 0.049 
Hab <in lot dimensiom• 0.127 0.1..\9 0.105 
Has > in lot <limen.~ions• 0.003 0.003 0.004 
Age (years) 33.153 ..\2.078 24.096 
Age unknown 0.01 U.006 0.014 
Fireplace 0.479 0.474 0.484 
Ba.-ement 0.602 0.613 0.59 
Finished basement 0.175 0.153 0.197 
Central air 0.909 0.898 0.921 
Brick exterior 0.346 0.322 0.37 
Vinyl exterior 0.162 0.157 0.168 
Metal roof 0.01 0.006 0.013 
Composition roof 0.9..\ U.944 0.935 
Ranch style 0.447 0 . ..\09 0.485 
Modular style 0.014 0.004 0.024 
C:ipe cod style 0.084 0.102 0.(}66 

Carpon 0.057 0.066 0.0-19 
Garoge 0.663 0.657 0.668 
One-car garage 0.169 0.209 0.128 
Multiple-car garnge 0.563 0.494 0.632 
Within I mile parl.."Way/lnren.iare 0.485 0.629 0.338 
Within l mile railroad 0.511 U.569 0...\52 
Within I mile Ft. Knox 0.014 0.01..\ 0.01..\ 
Sample size 142,161 71,604 70,557 

•The lot dimcns10ru. indicated the lot s11e wn; less (greater! than the listed si1e. 

feet. Only 0.4% of houses are within 500 feet 
of the nearest visible antenna, while 9.5% of 
the houses in the sample have a visible an
tenna within 2,000 feet. Some houses are 
likely affected by the presence of multiple an
tennas. For example, there are I 08 houses that 
have two visible antennas between 500 and 
1,000 feet and 6 that have three antennas 
within that same radius. This variation in an
tenna density means that estimating the disa
mentity value caused by communication an
tennas using distance to the nearest antenna 
could be biased due to the presence of mul
tiple antennas. Estimates would tend to be bi
ased upward, because all the value of the dis
amenity would be attributed to the nearest 
antenna when it should be attributed to the 
combination of antennas. 

Before moving to estimation of any disa
menity value of antennas, it is worth address
ing an overall concern about housing market 

analysis during the Great Recession. The con
cern is how an equilibrium framework such as 
that described by Rosen (1974) can produce 
misleading results during a period of disrup
tion.19 Without question, housing prices de
clined between 2006 and 2009. but as Carson 
and Dastrup (2013) report. there was consid
erable spatial variation. Across metropolitan 
area<>, housing prices declined none at all to 
more than 60%. The four-quarter percentage 
change in the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency's housing price index20 is shown in 
Figure 2 for the study area and the Los An
geles and Miami metropolitan statistical areas 
(MSAs). Even though the Louisville MSA 
was affected by the recent housing crisis, 

19 Thts issue is di'<."USsed in derail by Boyle et al. (20121. 
2o Federal Housing Finance Agency Housing Price In

uex data available at www.fhfo.gov/DatuToob/Do\\nloaus/ 
Pagc!JJ Jousc-Price-lnde>..aspx. 
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FIGURE 2 
Four Quarter Percent Change in the Federal Housing Finance Agency Housing Price Index in the Los 

Angeles. Louisville, and Miami Metropolitan Stuti~tical Area.~ 
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house prices remained relatively stable com
pared to the larger MSAs that were affected 
the most. This stability alleviates concerns 
that the results presented below are being af
fected by a rapidly changing and unstable 
housing market. 

Changes in census tract demographics2I 
from 2000 and 20 l 0 for the study area were 
also compared to changes for the entire United 
States. The only notable difference is that un
employment more than doubled nationally, 
while there was only a 62% increase in the 
study area. For the entire United States, the 
percentage change in the number of people 
who moved in from out of state fell by 71 %, 
while it increased by 12% in the study area: 
since the study area contains the Fort Knox 
military base, the above average number of 
out-of-state movers is to be expected. 22 

21 Census data available al http://factfinder.cemus.gov. 
l2 A regression of the change in the number of com

munication antennas in a ceru;us trnct on the pen:enwge 
changes in demographic chaructcristics in the same trnct 
suggests that changes in demographics are not leading to 
~ignificant changes in the number of communication anten
nas in an area. There were statistically significant coeffi
cients for median income. unemployment, perc.:ntug.: of th.: 
population that own.~ their home. and th.: pcrcentag.: of the 
population with a bachelor's degree or higher. Ho\l.e\ er. the 
changes in these characteristics required to cause one addi-

Mla!TllMSA 

Because there is a concern that antennas 
could be located in areas with not only lower 
property values but also disadvantaged pop
ulations, demographics for census block 
groups that contain antennas were compared 
to those within the same census tract that do 
not have any antenna structures. for the entire 
state of Kentucky in 2010. While small dif
ferences exist, none are significant at conven
tional levels. Table l shows that houses near 
these antennas sell for less than homes farther 
away; however, these differences do not ap
pear to be driven by differences in demo
graphic characteristics. 23 

IV. EMPIRICAL MODEL 

To determine the impact proximity to an 
antenna structure has on property values, he
donic property value models and quasi-exper
imental methods are used. The first regres
sions rely on cross-sectional variation in 
distance to the nearest antenna and do not ex
ploit the panel aspect of the data. The second 

tional antenna to be constructed or dismantled are extremely 
large. For .:xumple, it would take a 1,067'}. increase in un
cmplo1mcnt to lead to the dismantling of one antenna. 

23 Note that thi:. cak'Ulation b pos>ibk only fur cen:.u~ 
trn.:ts that have at least one block group \~ithout antenna.~. 
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set of regressions exploits the panel aspect of 
the data to reduce the potential bias caused by 
time-invariant unobservables. The data cover 
a period of 12 years, with communication an
tennas being built and dismantled throughout 
the period as well as in between sales of the 
same property. These changes allow for esti
mation of the traditional cross section speci
fications as well as the repeat sales and dif
ference-in-differences specifications that are 
becoming more prevalent in the hedonic lit
erature (Gayer. Hamilton, and Viscusi 2002; 
Linden and Rockoff 2008; Parmeter and Pope 
2013; Haninger, Ma, and Timmins 2014; 
Muehlenbachs, Spiller, and Timmins 2014; 
Bajari et al. 2012). 

Cross-Section Specification and Proximity 
Measures 

Following Kuminoff, Parmeter. and Pope 
(2010) and Heintzelman and Tuttle (2012), a 
semilog specification with spatial fixed effects 
is used to address the potential bias caused by 
time-invariant, spatially correlated unobserv
ables. The first specification is 

[2] 

where ln P ijr is the natural log of the price of 
house i at location j at time t, Zijr is the set 
of variables describing proximity to the near
est antenna structures. Xijr includes an exten
sive set of structural housing characteristics, 
A.1 are year-month time dummy variables, Yj 
are spatial fixed effects, and Eijr is the error 
term. To demonstrate the importance of in
cluding the spatial fixed effects, equation [2] 
is estimated without spatial fixed effects and 
again with census tract or census block group 
fixed effects. If there are unobserved spatial 
characteristics that are correlated with the 
proximity variables, /3 in equation [2] should 
be more precisely estimated when smaller 
geographic fixed effects are used. 

Distance to communication antennas is 
measured using a continuous quadratic mea
sure of distance to the nearest visible antenna 
that was standing when the property sold.:?.! 

~~ Banfi, Filippini. and HorehaJov:l (2008) and Bond 
12007a. 2007bl t!l>timalc the impact of cell phone lO\\Cr> on 

The spatial fixed effects ensure that this con
tinuous measure of distance is measuring the 
impact of a nearby antenna and not proximity 
to an area that may be a magnet for commu
nication antennas. As a robustness check, the 
inverse of distance to the nearest antenna that 
was standing when the property sold is also 
used. 

As an additional robustness check, prox
imity is measured using 500-foot distance 
rings that include a dummy variable equal to 
1 if a communication antenna is located 
within some specified distance. The dummy 
variable method is the primary specification 
used by Heintzelman and Tuttle (2012) and 
allows for a high degree of nonlinearity in the 
disamenity caused by these antennas. A short
coming of this method is that the size of rhe 
distance rings and the distance used as the 
omined category is somewhat arbitrary. If 
properties are affected by the presence of mul
tiple antennas, the dummy variable approach 
will overestimate the disamenity caused by 
communication antennas. Since multiple 
properties in the sample have more than one 
antenna nearby, proximity is also measured 
using the number of antennas within each 
ring. This is rhe method used by Mastromon
aco (2014) to estimate the impact of Super
fund sites on property values in Los Angeles. 

Panel Analysis 

One strategy for removing time-invariant 
unobservables is to exploit the variation in 
distance to the nearest antenna for properties 
that sell multiple times. During the study pe
riod. new antennas were constructed and old 
antennas were dismantled. These changes cre
ate variation in distance to the nearest antenna 
over time for the same property. This ap
proach eliminates any time-invariant unob
servables that may be correlated with the 
proximity variables and is the primary method 
used by Gayer, Hamilton. and Viscusi (2002). 
Heintzelman and Tuttle (2012). Mastromon
aco (2014), and Bajari et al. (2012). The fol
lowing regression is estimated: 

prnpeny values, but their spe.:ification.' do nol fully account 
for cndogcncily of tower location and correlated unobserv
able,. 
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lnP;, - lnP;1• = (:::;1 - z;r)/3+(X;1 - X;1·)8 

+A1+ E;,- fit'• [3] 

where In P ;1 is the natural log of the price of 
house i at time t, z;1 is the distance to the 
nearest standing antenna at time t, and X;, are 
structural housing characteristics that may 
vary over time. Following Gayer, Hamilton, 
and Viscusi (2002), A., is a set of year vari
ables equal to -1 if the year indicates the first 
year the property sold, 1 if the year indicates 
the year of the last sale, and 0 for all other 
sales. 25 This allows for appreciation in hous
ing values over time. t:;, is the error term. This 
specification is different from the repeat sales 
model that is typically estimated. In the typi
cal. repeat sales model, only the proximity 
vanables that measure distance to the nearest 
ant~nna would be allowed to vary over time. 
while the structural housing characteristics are 
assumed to be constant. Several recent studies 
use data from sources that do not record the 
structural housing characteristics each time a 
house is sold and make the assumption of con
stant structural characteristics (Heintzelman 
and Turrie 2012; Mastromonaco 2014; Bajari 
et al. 2012). Equation [3] will be estimated 
with and without the changing structural 
housing characteristics to control for changes 
and determine how sensitive the estimate of 
/3 is to the assumption of constant structural 
characteristics. 

There are shortcomings when using the re
peat sales approach. There is the possibility 
that the unobservables are not time invariant. 
Kuminoff. Parmeter, and Pope (2010) show 
that when the omined spatial characteristics 
are time varying, the bias in the first-differ
enced estimates increases substantially. Since 
not all properties are sold multiple times, the 
repeat sales approach leads to much smaller 
sample sizes. In addition, properties that sell 
multiple times may be systematically different 
than propenics that sell only once. Propenies 
that tu1:1 over multiple times may be repeat
edly pnced below market value, or more im-

2.S Bailey, Muth, and Nourse ( 1963) introduce this 
~ethod of estimating a price index using a n:pcat ~ales 
tramework. The first period (year 2000) is the ba.'e y..:ar. and 
the remaining coeffidents can be imerpretc<l as the log price 
rndcx. 

portantly, the local disamenity has an above
average effect on those properties. With an 
extensive list of housing characteristics at the 
time of all sales, the number of time-varying 
unobservables is smaller than in studies that 
do not have house characteristics at the time 
of sale each time the property is sold. 26 

V. RESULTS 

Cross-Section Results 

Results that use a continuous measure of 
distance to the nearest visible antenna are re
ported in Table 2, Panel A. In column (I), cen
sus tract fixed effects are included, and the 
results show that holding constant the char
acteristics of the house, the year, and month 
the property was sold, and the area in which 
the property is located, consumers are willing 
to pay a premium to be located farther away 
from a communication antenna. The estimates 
in column (I) show that the sales price of a 
house is incr~ing at a rate of approximately 
0.74% at a distance of 1,000 feet and at a rate 
of about 0.68% at 2,500 feet. No effect is 
fo~nd beyond 21.093 feet (approximately 4.0 
nules). Interestingly, specifications (not 
shown) that do not include any spatial fixed 
effects indicate that houses with communica
tion antennas nearby sell for more. not less, 
than houses where the nearest antenna is far
ther away. Column (2) includes census block 
group fixed effects, which are more precise 
than the census tract fixed effects used in col
umn (I). These estimates suggest that the 
sales price of a house increases at a rate of 
about 0.57% at a distance of 1,000 feet, and 
a rare of 0.53% at 2,500 feet. No effect is 
fo~nd beyond 21,583 feet (approximately 4.1 
miles). Even though the effect of distance is 
identified by variation in distance within a 
~maller geographic area, the specification us
ing census block group fixed effects provides 

lb A differencc-in-<lifforunccs ,peciticution was also 
usi:d to mitigate the effects of time-invariant unobservables. 
This technique is discussed in detail by Parmeter and Pope 
(2013) and used by Linden and Rockoff (2008), Muchlen
bachs, Spiller, and limmin' (2014), nnd Haninger, Ma. and 
Timmin' (2012) in difference-in-differences. Treatmcm and 
control groups wen: idemified using the method of Linden 
and Rockoff I 2008). 
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TABLE 2 

Cross-Section Results for Antenna Impact Using Continuous Measures of Distance 

Variable-' 

Pane/A 

l)) 

ln(Sak' price) 
(2) 

!n(Sales price) 

Distance to nearest visible antenna 
Distance2 to nearest visible antenna 
Constant 
Observations 

0.00772••• (0.00150) 
-0.000183* .. (3.49e-05) 

10.51 ••• l0.0309> 
141,108 

0.00600 ... (0.0013'.?.J 
-0.000139··· !2.99e-05l 

10.24* .. (0.0195) 
141,208 

R-~q uan:<l 0.853 0.862 

Pnnel B 

Distance to nearest antenna 
Discanc.:2 co nearesc antenna 
Conslallt 

0.0104••• (0.00187) 0.00888* .. (0.00173) 

Observations 

- 0.000323**" !5.8le--D5) 
lo.so• ... co.o307l 

142,161 

- 0.000284··· (5.74e-05) 
I0.23 ... (0.0199) 

142,161 
R-squared 0.853 0.862 

Panel C 

Inverse distance to nearest visible antenna 
Corui!nnt 
Observations 

- 0.0359• 0 (0.00886) 
10.56* .. (0.0299) 

141,208 

- 0.0285• 0 (0.00743) 
l0.28••• (0.0187> 

141.208 
R-squared 0.853 0.862 
Year-month dummies Ye, Yes 
Tract fixed effects Yes No 
Block group fued effects No Ye> 

Nore: 01'1ancc' to nntenllll> are me:1.>llfl!d in thou."1!1th nf feet. Stnndllnl errol"o an: clu..,tercd nt the le\'el of induclc:d fixed effect. 
"Also included in cnch regrcsi;ion are bedrooms. full bathrooms. paniul bathroom... square feet. square fect2. lot >izc. lot size missing. age. 

Jg.,2, age unknown. tirepl;a.-e, basem.mt. tiru>hed basement, c-cntr.il air, exterior rypc. roof type. 't}le of home, £ar:lge. carport. within I uule 
parl..wayfmter>lllte. ,,.;thin I mile railroad, and ,,.;thin I nuk FL Knox. 

•••p<0.01. 

estimates that are more precisely estimated 
than the census tract specification. This result 
provides further evidence that there are spa
tially correlated unobservables that are nega
tively correlated with distance to a commu
nication antenna. 27 

Panel B uses the same quadratic distance 
specification but uses the more naive measure 
of distance to the nearest antenna that does not 

27 Regressions were estimated that included the per
centage of rural re5idents in n census tr.let instead of census 
tract fixed effects. The results show that the sale, price of a 
house is decreasing as the number of people living in rural 
areas increases. and that proximity to a communication an
tenna has a positive effect on the sales price of a house in 
highly urban areas. and a negative effect in more rurJl area;.. 
Th.is is coru;b1ent with the idea that antenna.' in more urban 
areas are more likely to be disguised than in rurul area.~. 

\\-here the antennas structure:. tend to be much larger. Urban 
areas have multiple structures such as tall building>. smoke 
stacks, clocks, and church steeple, that antenna~ can be lo
cated on or around. The R2 for the urban/rural speci Ii cation 
wa:; 0.72 compared to 0.85 in the ccn>us trJct spec11ication 
in Table 2. 

take into account whether the nearest antenna 
is visible from the house. While the effect is 
similar, it is estimated with less precision than 
the specification that accounts for visibility of 
the nearest antenna. For approximately 5'K of 
the houses in the sample, the nearest antenna 
is not visible, and that fact produces measure
ment error in this specification.::!8 

As a robustness check, the same specifi
cations are estimated using the inverse of dis
tance to the nearest visible antenna. These re-

21; As an additional robustness check. a ~pecificalion was 
estimated that uses distance to the nearest tower-type an
tenna. These structures are larger and are visible at greater 
distance> than the >mailer antenna >tructures and are ex
pected to have u larga effect on property values and have 
an effect at greater distances if they arc visible. If the esti
mated effect is larger than when all antennas are considered. 
this provided additional evidence that households arc aware 
of thi' visual disan1enity and respond rutionally (Pope 2008: 
Currie et al. 20 I 5 ). As expected, the result~ show that the 
IOI\ er-t) pc antenn~ lead to a larger decrease in propcrt) 
\alues and have an effect farther awa). 
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TABLE 3 
Cross-Section ResulL~ of Antenna Impact Using 500-Foot Distance Rings: An) 

Antt:nna and Number of Antennas 

(I) (21 
In( Sales Price) ln(Sales Price) 

Variable" I if Within Number Within 

0 to 500 - 0.0752• .. (0.0232) - 0.0494•• (0.0206) 
500 to 1,000 - 0.0613* .. (0.0134) - 0.0390••• (0.0112) 
1.000 to 1.500 -0.0630*** (0.0109) - 0.0417**" (0.00917) 
1 .500 to 2,000 - 0.0620*** (0.00987) - 0.0417*** (0.00691) 
2,000 10 2,500 -0.0512* .. (0.00918) - 0.0289*** (0.00650) 
2,500 !O 3,000 - 0.0450*** (0.00796) - 0.02R6*** (0.00538) 
3,000 !O 3,500 - 0.0428*** (0.00759) -0.0288*** (0.00473) 
3,500 !O 4,000 - 0.03-13**" (0.00652) - o.o:?..+8""* co.00-t56l 
4,000 (0 4.500 -0.0128** (0.00593) -0.0167*** (0.00425) 
Constant 10.30"*" (0.0194) 10.31 *"* (0.0208) 
Observations 141,208 141,208 
R-squared 0.862 0.863 
Year-month dummie~ Ye, Ye> 
Tract fixed effects No No 
Bloc!.: group fixed etfc:ct~ Ye:' Yc:s 

Note: Sundard error; arc clustcret! at !he cens11> block group. 
• Abo indll<kd in each rcgres:;ion arc b.:droom.', full bathroom.,, partial bathroom.-.. >qllllil! feet, square f.,.,12, 

lot iize, lot >ize missing. ugc, ug.o2, age unknov. n, fireplace. h:iscmcnt, finished ba<;ement, centrnl air, exterior 
t)pc. roof type. style of home, gnrage, carport, "'ithin I mile p:rrl-wny/intcmatc, v.ithin I mile railroad. and 
\liithin l mile Ft. Kno~ . 

•• p"0.05: ••• p<::0.01. 

suits are shown in Table 2, Panel C. When 
census tract fixed effects are included, the es
timates show that the sales price of a house is 
increasing at a rate of approximately 3.6% at 
a distance of 1,000 feet, and at a rate of about 
0.57% at 2.500 feet. When census block group 
fixed effects are included, the estimates show 
that the sales price of a house is increasing at 
a rate of about 2.9% at a distance of 1,000 
feet. and a rate of 0.46'* at 2,500 feet. Again, 
the effect is estimated more precisely as more 
precise fixed effects are included. Overall, the 
results do not appear to be extremely sensitive 
to functional form when using a continuous 
measure of distance. 

Results from an alternative specification 
that uses 500-foot distance rings are shown in 
Table 3. Column (I) indicates whether an an
tenna is located within a specified radius, and 
column (2) estimates the marginal effect of an 
additional antenna within the same radius by 
using the density of nearby antennas. The re
sults suggest that houses located near an an
tenna sell for less than a comparable house 
farther away and that both distance to the 
nearest antenna and the density of nearby an
tennas have a significant effect on property 

values. In both specifications. the effect of 
communication antennas on property values 
diminishes almost monotonically with dis
tance.29 

29 Bond and Wang (2005) and Bond (200711) estimate 
the impact of cell phone towers on propcny values in New 
Zealand. but the studies have limitations. The first lacks pre
cise location infonnation for the houses and uses street name 
fixed effectJ, as a proxy for distance to a tower. The s.:cond 
geocodcs houses, but the model is misspecified. They use a 
continuous distance measure but set distance equal to zero 
if the house >old before Ihe tower wru. coruaructed. Bond\ 
(2007b\ is the only study found that uses U.S. dullL Ir i\ 
lmlited to sales from one area of Orange County, Ronda, 
and includes the latitude and longitude of each propeny in 
each regression. Banfi, Filippini and Horehi1jova (2008 l look 
at the impacI of cell phone towers on rent.> in Zurich Sv.11-
zerland and fin<l u significant decrease in rent~ of about l .S'i< 
on average. Filippova and Rehm's (2011) i~ the most recent 
study. They use data from the Auckland region of New Zea
land and also use distance bands and a continuous distance 
mc:asure. Their di:>tance band spc:citicution yields in•ignifi
cant re'ult'. an<l the coc:fficient of the continuolL~ distance 
measure has a significant, but wrong-signed coefficient. 
They report a negative but insignificanI impact on propcn) 
values. The author> fail to consider the interaction terms 
betv.-·een distance and their location vanabJe,. Given they 
use 50-mcl!!r increments for their di,tance band.;. it is likely 
there i' not enough \arintion within each band to identify 
an) impact. 
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TABLE4 
Results Using Repeat Sales and a Continuous Measure of Distance: All Repeat Sales 

and Sold Only Twice 

(I\ (2) 
Variable A lnlSold price) A ln(Sold price) 

Panel A 

Ci Distance to nearc~t visible antenna" 0.00537••• (0.000924) 0.00200•• (0.000941) 
Constant 0.0543••• (0.00308) o.1 s2••• (0.00527) 
Obseniations 29.759 20,871 
R-squared 0.102 0.144 

Pam/B 

A Distance to nearest visible antenna" 0.00546*** (0.000869) 0.0025-J••• (0.000861) 
A Bedrooms 0.0781 ... (0.00562) 0.0613••• (0.00628) 
A Full hathrooru 0.111 u• (0.00802) 0.169*** (0.00912) 
A Partial bathrooms O.J05U• (0.00959) 0.111••• (0.0114) 
A Finished basement 0.02 I l *** 10.00385> 0.00992** (0.00-158) 
A Central air 0.255··· (0.00979) 0.2-13••• (0.0116) 
A Carpon 0.0585" 0 (0.0145) 0.0397••• (0.015 I J 

.l Garage 0.0152* (0.00783) 0.0220** (0.00914) 
Obseniations 29.759 20,871 
R-squared 0.202 0.231 
All repeats Yei. No 
Sold twice No Yes 

• Di>lall<:c:s tu antenn"" ure mcnsurcil in thulll>dlllh. of feet. Stan<l..inl error:; are clu>tcrcil nt the property Jc,cJ. 
• I' <0.1; •• I'< 0.05 .••• I'< 0.01. 

The results that account for number of an
tennas (shown in Table 3, column (2)) are con
sistent with the argument made by Mastro
monaco (2014) that considering only distance 
to the nearest site will lead to biased estimates 
if there are multiple sites that could adversely 
affect a property's sales price. As is expected, 
adding an additional antenna near a residential 
property has a smaller effect than an antenna 
being located near a property that did not pre
viously have one nearby. Since the absolute 
value of the point estimate of almost every 
coefficient in column (2) of Table 3 is smaller 
than the corresponding coefficient in column 
(1), the estimates that measure proximity with 
distance to the nearest site are likely biased. 
To further explore this possible effect, a spec
ification (not shown) was estimated that in
cluded both distance to the nearest visible an
tenna along with the density of nearby 
antennas, using 500-foot rings. Although the 
effect of density of nearby antennas remained 
significant, the effect of distance to the nearest 
antenna was not significant at conventional 
levels. 

Panel Results 

Results from the first repeat sales specifi
cation that assumes the structural housing 
characteristics are constant over time are 
shown in Table 4. Panel A. In this specifica
tion, the change in sales price is assumed to 
be a function of the change in distance to the 
nearest visible antenna and a set of year 
dummy variables that are equal to -I if the 
year indicates the time of the first sale, 1 if 
the year indicates the year of the last sale, and 
0 for all other sales. Comparing the change in 
sales price for houses that are sold more than 
once eliminates any bias that could be caused 
by time-invariant spatially correlated unob
servables. 

Comparing columns ( l) and (2) for each 
cross-section specification in Table 2 shows 
that as more precise spatial fixed effects are 
used. the estimated effect of communication 
antennas on the sales price of a house is 
smaller and more precisely estimated. This in
dicates that the spatially correlated unobserv
ables are negatively correlated with proximity 
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to an antenna. If this is true, and the unob
servables are lime invariant, the repeal sales 
estimates of the impact communication anten
nas have on property values should be similar 
to the estimates using the more precise census 
block group fixed effects. 

The results in each column of Table 4 are 
consistent with this hypothesis. Column (I) 
includes all houses that sold more than once 
during the sample period. For every I ,000-
foot change in distance to the nearest antenna, 
on average. the sales price of a house in
creases by 0.54%. Column (2) includes the set 
of houses that sold only twice during the 12 
years the data cover. Since repeat sales are 
identified by the standardized address that was 
assigned to each property, limiting the sample 
to houses that sold only two times reduces the 
chance of including houses that are being con
sidered repeat sales due to a coding error. 
Even though the sample size is reduced by 
8,888 observations compared to the sample of 
all repeat sales, the R2 increases by 0.042, and 
the effect of distance is still precisely esti
mated. In this specification, for every 1 .000-
foot change in distance to the nearest antenna, 
on average, the sales price of a house in
creases by 0.20%. 

Of the 29.886 houses that sold more than 
once, a nontrivial number experienced a 
change in a major structural characteristic be
tween sales. For example. 4,3 I 6 ( 17%) of 
houses had a change in the number of bed
rooms between sales. The repeat sales results 
in Table 4, Panel B are based on relaxing the 
a-;sumption that structural housing character
istics are constant over time. As is expected, 
including the changes in structural housing 
characteristics leads to a higher R2, increases 
in each characteristic lead to a larger positive 
change in sales price, and the effect of dis
tance is more precisely estimated. This result 
suggests that the change in distance to the 
nearest antenna between sales of the same 
property is not completely orthogonal to the 
change in housing char..icteristics, an a<>sump
tion that must be made when detailed sales 
data are not used. When changing structural 
housing characteristics are accounted for, the 
estimated impact is slightly larger than the es
timate in Panel A. While these estimates are 

not statistically different at conventional lev
els. a larger effect when the changing struc
tural housing characteristics arc included is 
consistent with the results from Bajari et al. 
(2012) that show ignoring time-varying cor
related unobservables leads to underestimates 
of the benefits of pollution reduction.30 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the results from the preferred 
specifications that include spatial fixed effects 
show that houses located near communication 
antennas sell for less on average than com
parable houses located farther away from an 
antenna. There are a few important points to 
note about these results. First, regardless of 
the specification. time-invariant spatially cor
rdated unobservables bia'\ the cross-sectional 
estimates of the disamenity a<>sociated with 
nearby communication antennas when no 
controls for neighborhood characteristics are 
included. When spatial fixed effects are not 
included, the result<> suggest that houses near 
communication antennas sell for more, not 
less. than a similar house farther away from 
an antenna. When spatial fixed effects are in
cluded to capture the effect of time-invariant 
spatially correlated unobservables. each spec
ification used indicates that houses near com
munication antennas sell for less than a simi
lar house located farther away from an 
antenna. When the more precise census block 
group fixed effect<> are included, the estimated 
reduction in sales price caused by a commu
nication antenna becomes smaller and is es
timated more precisely in each of the cross
section specifications. This effect reinforces 
the importance of carefully controlling for 

'° fatimate' from the differen..:e-in-<lifference, -;p.:..:1h
cation 'how that hou'e' \\ ithin 2.()()() feet of an antenna at 
the time the) were 'old >ell for about 3.3~l- Ics, than a cnm
parable house more than 2.000 feet a\\ a} from an antenna 
at the time it wa' sold. Wht:n the cquilibnum price function 
wuh rt!..,pect to structur.il housing ch,1ractt:n,uc, is allo\\e<l 
to change• m·er tim~. an effect of ahout 2.2'.( j, found hut i' 
not 'tatistically significant al conventional levels. Since 
man} houses in the 'ample are uffeL1ed by the prei.encc of 
multiple Jnt.:nnas, <lehning treatment and control groups lL'

ing the method of Linden and Rocl;off 12008) that uses dj,. 

tancc' to the nearest standing and not-,tandmg antennas may 
not be appropriate. 
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feet of a property were moved to a distance 
of 4,500 feet. there would be an aggregate in
crease in sales price of $4.95 million. The best 
estimate suggests the aggregate increase 
would be $10.13 million. These values should 
be compared to the cost of camouflaging or 
disguising communication antennas near resi
dential propenies to mitigate the effect they 
have on property values. 

In areas where antennas are highly visible 
(Figure I, upper photo). there is a potential 
extemality caused by these antennas. If anten
nas are constructed near residential properties 
after the homeowner purchases the property, 
those houses suffer a small but nontrivial de
crease in their property value and their owners 
are unlikely to be compensated by the land 
owner where the antenna is located or the 
owner of the antenna. Camouflaging is one 
solution to this problem that has been imple
mented in some areas. Camouflaged towers 
blend in with the landscape or are constructed 
in already standing structures such as church 
steeples and clock towers. Such developments 
will mitigate the disamenity associated with 
communication antennas and reduce the cost 
of convenience. 
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Archives 
HUD HOC Reference Guide 

Hazards • Nuisances: Overhead High Voltage Transmission Towers and Lines 

Chapter 1 
Appraisal• Property Requirements 
Page 1-18f 

The appraiser must indicate whether the dwelling or related property improvements is located within the easement 
serving a high -voltage transmission line, radio/TV transmission tower, cell phone tower, microwave relay dish or tower, 
or satellite dish (radio, 1V cable, etc). 

1. If the dwelling or related property improvement is located within such an easement, the DE Underwriter must 
obtain a letter from the owner or operator of the tower indicating that the dwelling and its related property 
improvements are not located within the tower?s (engineered) fall distance in order to waive this requirement. 

2. If the dwell ing and related property improvements are located outside the easement, the property is considered 
eligible and no further action is necessary. The appraiser, however, is instructed to note and comment on the 
effect on marketability resulting from the proximity to such site hazards and nuisances . 

• AirP~ 
• Railroad tracks and other high noise sources 
• Flood zones and insurance 
• Lead based R.ai.o.t 
• Bfilt2n 
• Overhead high voltage transmission towers and lines 
• ~9 and abandoned o!I and gas wells, tanks and pressure lines 
• Insulatjon materials 
• Lava zones 
• Avalanche hazards 

Content Archived: October 25, 2012 

~y. Web Policies and Important Links til' 

https://archives.hud.govfoffices/hsg/sfhlref/sfh 1-181 .cfm 111 
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Cell Towers, Antennas Problematic for Buyers 
DAILY REAi. ESTATE NEWS FRIDAY JUl.T 25. 2014 

An overwhelming 94 percent of home buyers and renters surveyed by the National Institute for Science. Law & Public Polley (NISLAPP) say they are less 

interested and would pay less for a property located near a cell tower or antenna 

Whars more, of the 1,000 survey respondents , 79 percent said that under no circumstances would they ever purchase or rent a property within a few blocks 

of a cell tower or antennas, and almost 90 percent said they were concerned about the increasing number of cell towers and antennas in their residential 

neighborhood. 

Trouble Spots tor Buyers: 

• Home Owners Object to Cell Tower Installations 

• Field Guide to Cell Phone Towers 

6 Ways a Home May Tum Off Buyers 

• 6 Ways to Tum Off Buyers at Open Houses 

The survey, "Neighborhood Cell Towers & Antennas-Do They Impact a Property's Desirability?• also found that properties where a cell tower or group of 

antennas are placed on top of or attached to a building (condominium high-rise, for instance) is problematic for buyers. 

"A study of real estate sales prices would be beneficial at this time in the Unites States to determine what discounts home buyers are currently placing on 

properties near cell towers and antennas," says Jim Turner, chair of NISLAPP. 

The NISLAPP survey echoes the findings of a study by Sandy Bond of the New Zealand Property Institute and past president of the Paafic Rim Real Estate 

Society (PRRES). 'lhe Impact of Cell Phone Towers on House Pnces in Residential Neighborhoods," which was published in The Appraisal Journal 1n 2006, 

found that buyers would pay as much as 20 percent less for a property near a cell tower or antenna 

Source: "/R.ighbortlood Cell Towers & Antennas-Do TheK Impact a ero~y,'s Desirability.1.' National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy (June 2014) 

http://realtormag.realtor.org/daily-news/2014/07/25/cell-towers-antennas-problematic-for-buyers 1/2 
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Survey by the National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy 
Indicates Cell Towers and Antennas Negatively Impact Interest in Real 

Estate Properties 

94% of respondents said a nearby cell tower or group of antennas would negatively 

impact interest in a property or the price they would be willing to pay for it 

July 03, 2014 01 :57 PM Eastern Daylight Time 

WASHINGTON-(BUSINESS WIRE)-A survey conducted in June 2014 by the National Institute for Science, Law and 

Public Policy (NISLAPP) in Washington, D.C., 1:/§j_ghborhoo<i Cell Towers & Antennas-Do They_ lmP..act a ProP..erty~ 

Desirability]::, shows home buyers and renters are less interested in properties located near cell towers and antennas, as 

well as in properties where a cell tower or group of antennas are placed on top of or attached to a building. 

Of the 1,000 survey respondents, 94% reported that cell towers and antennas in a neighborhood or on a building would 

impact interest in a property and the price they would be willing to pay for it. And 79% said under no circumstances would 

they ever purchase or rent a property within a few blocks of a cell tower or antennas. And almost 90% of respondents said 

they were concerned about the increasing number of cell towers and antennas in their residential neighborhood, generally. 

See Full Results here: hllP ://electromagneticheallh .orgfelectromagnetic-health-blog/~y.:~-desjrabilityl. 

The NISLAPP survey reinforced the findings of a study by Sandy Bond, Ph.D. of the New Zealand Property Institute, and 

Past President of the Pacific Rim Real Estate Society (PRRES), published in The Appraisal Journal in 2006, Ibfilm~ 

Cell Phone Towers on House Prices in Residential Neighborhoods. That study found buyers would pay as much as 20% 

less, as determined at that time by an opinion survey in addition to a sales price analysis. 

Jim Turner, Esq., Chairman of the National Institute for Science, Law and Public Policy, says, "The results of the 2014 

NISLAPP survey suggest there is now high awareness about potential risks from cell towers and antennas, including 

among people who have never experienced cognitive or physical effects from the radiation ." He adds, "A study of real 

estate sales prices would be beneficial at this time in the Unites States to determine what discounts homebuyers are 

currently placing on properties near cell towers and antennas." 

Read More 

Contacts 
NISLAPP 

Emily Roberson, 610-707-1602 

er79000@yahoo.com 
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REAL ESTATE IN THE REGION I LONG ISLAND 

A Pushback Against Cell Towers 
By MARCELLE S. FISCHLER AUG. 27. 2010 

Wantagh 

TINA CANARIS, an associate broker and a co-owner of RE/MAX Hearthstone 

in Merrick, has a $g99,ooo listing for a high ranch on the water in South Merrick, 

one of a handful of homes on the block on the market. But her listing has what some 

consider a disadvantage: a cell antenna poking from the top of a telephone pole at 

the front of the 65-by-100-foot lot. 

"Even houses where there are transformers in front" make "people shy away," 

Ms. Canaris said. "If they have the opportunity to buy another home, they do." 

She said cell antennas and towers near homes affected property values, adding, 

"'You can see a buyer's dismay over the sight of a cell tower near a home just by their 

expression, even if they don't say anything." 

By blocking, or seeking to block, cell towers and antennas over the course of the 

last year, Island homeowners have given voice to concerns that proximity to a 

monopole or antenna may not be just aesthetically unpleasing but also harmful to 

property values. Many also perceive health risks in proximity to radio frequency 

radiation emissions, despite industry assertions and other evidence disputing that 

such emissions pose a hazard. 

Emotions are running so high in areas like Wantagh, where an application for 

six cell antennas on the Farmingdale Wantagh Jewish Center is pending, that the 

https:/tv.ww.nytlmes.com/201 OJ08129/raalestate/29Uzo.html? _r=1 &ref=realestate 114 
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Town of Hempstead imposed a moratorium on applications until Sept. 21. That is 

the date for a public hearing on a new town ordinance stiffening requirements. 

At a community meeting on Aug. 16 at Wantagh High School, Dave Denenberg, the 

Nassau county legislator for Bellmore, Wantagh and Merrick, told more than 200 

residents that 160 cell antennas had been placed on telephone poles in the area in 

the last year by NextG, a wireless network provider. 

"'Everyone has a cellphone," Mr. Denenberg said, "but that doesn't mean you 

have to have cell installations right across the street from your house." Under the old 

town code, installations over 30 feet high required an exemption or a variance. But 

in New York, wireless providers have public utility status, like LIPA and Cablevision, 

and they can bypass zoning boards. 

Earlier this month in South Huntington, T-Mobile was ordered to take down a 

new 100-foot monotower erected on property deemed environmentally sensitive 

(and thus requiring a variance). Andrew J. Campanelli, a civil rights lawyer in 

Garden City, said a group of residents had hired him to oppose the cellular 

company's application. 

!hey were worried about the property values," Mr. Campanelli said. "If your 

home is near a cell antenna, the value of your property is going down at least 4 

percent. Depending on the size of the tower and the proximity, it is going down 10 

percent." 

In January, in an effort to dismantle 50 cell antennas on a water tower across 

from a school in the village of Bayville, Mr. Campanelli filed a federal lawsuit that 

cited health risks and private property rights. 

In a statement, Dr. Anna F. Hunderfund, the Locust Valley superintendent, said 

that in February 2009 the district had engaged a firm to study the cellphone 

installations near the Bayville schools, finding that the tower ''posed no significant 

health risks," and she noted that the emission levels fell well below amounts deemed 

unsafe by the Federal Communications Commission. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/29Jrealestate/29Uzo.html? _r=1 &ref=realestate 214 
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In June 2009, Sharon Curry, a psychologist in Merrick, woke up to find a cell 

antenna abutting her backyard, level to her 8-year-old son's bedroom window. 

Puzzled by its presence, particularly because she lives next to an elementary 

school, she did research to see if there was cause for concern. What she learned 

about possible health impacts, she said, led her to seek help from civic associations 

and to form a group, Moms of Merrick Speak Out, to keep new cell towers out. She 

said she was seeking the "responsible" placement of cell antennas, away from homes 

and schools. 

The Federal Communications Act of 1996 says health concerns are not a valid 

reason for a municipality to deny zoning for a cell tower or antenna. Property values 

and aesthetics, however, do qualify, according to the act. 

Frank Schilero, an associate broker with RE/MAX Innovations in Wantagh, has 

a listing on a $629,000 borne down the street from the Farmingdale Wantagh 

Jewish Center, where the application is pending to put six cell antennas on the roof. 

"People don't like living next to cell towers, for medical reasons or aesthetics,., 

Mr. Schilero said. "Or they don't want that eyesore sticking up in their backyards." 

There is an offer on his listing, he added, but since the buyer heard about the 

possible cell antennas she has sought more information from the wireless companies 

about their size and impact. 

Charles Kovit, the Hempstead deputy town attorney, said that under the 

proposed code change any new towers or antennas would have to be 1,500 feet from 

residences, schools, houses of worship and libraries. 

The town recently hired a consultant, Richard A. Comi of the Center for 

Municipal Solutions in Glenmont, to review antenna applications. 

Under the new ordinance, applications for wireless facilities would require 

technical evidence that they had a "gap" in coverage necessitating a new tower. 

"If not, they will get denied," Mr. Kovit said. The wireless companies would also 

have to prove that the selected location had "the least negative impact on area 

https://www.nytlmes.com/2010/08/29/realestate/29Lizo.html? _r=1 &ref=realestate 314 
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character and property values." If another location farther away from homes can 

solve the gap problem, "they are going to have to move." 

A version of this article appears in print on August 29, 2010, on Page RE9 of the New York edition with 
the headline: A Pushback Against Cell Towers. 

© 2018 The New York Times Company 

https:/lwww.nytimes.com/201 OJ08129/realestate/29Uzo.html? _r=1 &ref= real estate 4/4 
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The Impact Of Cellular Phone Base Station Towers On 
Property Values 

Keywords: Electromagnetic fields - radio frequency & microwave radiation - cellular phone 
base stations - property values - stigma 

Abstract: Studies show that devices that emit electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are no longer seen as 
a welcome sign of progress. Media attention to the potential health hazards of EMFs has caused 
changes in public perception. The introduction of cellular phone systems and a rapid increase in 
the number of users of cellular phones in the last decade has increased the exposure of the 
population to EMFs quite considerably. Health consequences of long-term use of cellular phones 
are not known in detail, but available data indicate that development of non-specific health 
symptoms is possible (Szmigielski & Sobiczewska, 2000). Conversely, it appears health effects 
from cellular phone equip_ment (antennas and base stations) pose few (if any) known health 
hazards (Barnes, 1999). 

A concern associated with cellular phone usage is' the siting of cellular phone transmitting 
antennas and their base stations (CPBSs). These are appearing at an alarming rate across the 
country mainly on the rooftops of buildings but with numerous base stations installed on towers. 
These towers are occasionally located in close proximity to houses and schools. The extent of 
opposition from.property owners affected by the siting of these is increasing due to fears of health 
risks from exposure to EMFs (despite the research reports to the contrary), changes in 
neighbourhood aesthetics and loss in property values. However, the extent to which such attitudes 
are reflected in lower property values affected by proximity to CPBSs is not known in New 
Zealand. 

This paper outlines the results of a pilot study carried out in 2002 tq show the effect of CPBSs on 
residential property values in Auck.land, New Zealand. The re5earch examines residents' 
perceptions toward living near CPBSs and how they evaluate the impacts of.these Structures. A 
case stuciy approach was used, The results were mixed with responses from residents ranging from 
having no' concerns to being very concern~ about proximity to a CPBS. Consequently, how these 
perceptions impact on property values was also mixed with responses from residents ranging from 
being prepared to pay the same to being prepared to pay more than twenty percent less for a 
property l0cated near a CPBS. Interestingly, in general, those people living near the CPBSs were 
much less c_oncemed about issues such as future health risks or the aesthetic problems caused by 
the site8 than people who lived in areas further away from them. A more in-depth study to confirm 
these results_ is to follow in 2003 that will _include econometric analysis of sales transaction data. 

1. Introduction ... 

Under8tanding the effectS of CPBSs ori . property values is imPortant to telecomrimmeations 
companies in helping plan the siting of these and for determining likely opposition from property 
owners. Similarly, property valuers need to understand the valuation implications of CPBSs when 
valuing CPBSs-affected property. The owners of affected property also want to understand the 
magnitude of effects, particularly if compensation claims or an award for damages are to be made 
against such property. 

2 



CPBSs are increasingly in demand as the two major cellular phone companies, Telecom and 
Vodafone, seek to upgrade and extend their network coverage. This demand could provide the 
owner of a well-located property a yearly income for the siting of a CPBS (Williams, 2001). 
However, new technology that represents potential hazards to human health and safety may cause 
property values to diminish due to the existence of "widespread public fear" and "widespread 
public perceptions of hazards". The increased media attention to the potential health hazards of 
CPBSs has caused a spread of such fear with a resulting increase in resistance to CPBSs due to the 
perceived negative effects on health, aesthetics and property values in close proximity to CPBSs. 

Studies (for example, Krause et al. 2000 and Fesenko et al. 1999) suggest a positive correlation 
between long-term exposure to the electromagnetic fields produced by CPBSs and certain types of 
cancer. Yet other studies (for example, the World Health Organisation 1993, Royal Society of 
Canada 1999, and the UK Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones 2000) report inconclusive 
results on health effects. Notwithstanding these results, recent media reports (for example, Fox 2002) 
indicate that the extent of opposition from some property owners affected by the siting of CPBSs is 
still strong. However, the extept to which such &ttitudes are reflected in lower property values 
affected by CPBSs is not widely known in New Zealand. 

The two studies that have been conducted (commissioned by Telecom in Auckland (1998/99) and 
Christchurch (2001)) to ascertain the adverse health and visual effects of CPBSs on property values 
but these have not been made publicly known. Further, although the researchers reported through 
personal correspondence with Bond in 2002 that the results showed that property prices are not 
statistically significantly affected by the presence of CPBSs, their research involved only limited 
sales data analysis. Further, no surveys of residents' perceptions were undertaken, nor of the media 
attention to the sites and the affect this may have on saleability of properties in close proximity to 
CPBSs. Hence, this initial study aims to help fill the research void on this contentious topic. The 
research develops a case study approach to determine residents' perceptions towards living near 
CPBSs in two Auckland neighbourhoods and to quantify these effects in monetary terms according 
to an increasing or decreasing percentage of property value. 

A more in-depth study will be undertaken in 2003 in Christchurch, NZ using both an opinion 
survey and econometric analysis of sales transaction data. The final results can then be used to 
help resolve compensation issues and damage claims in a quantitative way. Further, they will 
provide a potential source of information for related government agencies in assessing the 
necessity for increasing health and other information pertaining to CPBSs to help allay public 
concerns about these. 

The paper provides a brief review of the cellular phone technology and relevant literature. The 
following section describes the research procedure used, including a description of both case study 
and control areas. The results are then discussed. The final section provides a summary and 
conclusion. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Background: Cellular Telephone Technology1 

Increasing demand for a more convenient communication system has led to the emergence of the 
wireless (mobile) telephone technology through the allocation of a portion of the radio frequency 

1 The information in this section was sourced from http://www.telecom.co.nz, http://www.mfe.govLnz and 
http://www.moh.govt.nz. 
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to this and, through interconnection with the existing wire telephone network. 

Mobile phones are sophisticated two-way radios that use ultra high frequency (UHF) radio waves 
to communicate information. The information is passed between a mobile phone and a network of 
low-powered transceivers, called mobile phone sites or cell sites. As mobile sites are very low 
powered they serve only a limited geographic area (or "cell"), varying from a few hundred metres 
to several kilometres, and can handle only a limited number of calls at one time. When a mobile 
phone user on the move leaves one "cell" and enters another, the next site automatically takes over 
the call, allowing contact to be maintained. 

When a mobile phone connects to the network, it uses radio signals to communicate with the 
nearest mobile phone site. All of the mobile phone sites in a network are interlinked by cable or 
microwave beam, enabling phone calls to be passed from one cell to another automatically. Mobile 
phone sites· are also linked to the public telephone network so callers can access other networks, 
cities or countries. A mobile phone site is typically made up of a mast with antennas connected to 
equipment stored in a cabinet. Power is fed into the cabinet by underground cable. The antennas 
are designed to transmit most of the signal away horizontally, or just below the horizontal, rather 
than at steep angles to the ground. · · 

The actual use of radio frequency transinission requires only a small amount of energy, making 
mobile phone technology one of the most efficient forms of communication available. Unlike 
television and radio transmitters which work at full power all the time, a mobile phone site is 
designed to control its output so that it provides exactly the signal strength required to handle the 
number of ealls being made at that moment, no more and no less. Therefore, if no calls are being 
made at any one moment, the cell site will virtually shut itSelf down. 

I . ·' 

As mobile phone sites can only accommodate a limited number of calls at any one time, when this 
limit is reached the mobile phone signal is transferred to the next nearest site. If this site is full or 
is too far away, the call will fai[ 'One way of achieving an increased capacity is with the use of 
micID-sites or infill sites. These are mini mobile phone sites that can be mounteQ. on street light 
poles, traffic lights or building verandas. they are common at busy intersections where·they can 
help handle the increased capacity at rush hour and during the day they will 1rarely be required. 
Micro-sites only have a range of one to two hundred metres, and therefore cannot be used 
everywhere.' They ~ d~signed for operation in dense urban areas in ·conjunction with 
conventional sites. 

2.1.1 NZ Adoption of Cellular Phone.Technology 
The cellular telephone ·service first became available .in New Zealand in 1987. By mid i 988 there 
were approximately 2,300 customers· throughout New Zealand. In the late 1990's over 300,000 
customers had cellular phones. This figure has continued to balloon in recent years. It is estimated 
that t~y ~~er 2.3 ~?n_N~w Zeal~ders have a m~~ile fhone an~ i_t.~ expected ~~.8~ percent 
of people Will be mobde ~thin five ye~: (Telecom, 200~) . . . 

Cell site capacity is a major issue that the telecommunication companies are faced with at present 
As the population continues to grow and so does the number of people using mobile phones, more 
and more cell sites are going to be required to meet customer demand for reliable coverage. In 

2 At the end of March 2002, Telecom had more than 1.3 million mobile phone customers and more than 750 mobile 
phone sites throughout New Zealand (a 54% she.re of the mobile market). Vodafone had over I. I million mobile phone 
customers throughout New Zealand (a 46% share of the mobile market), (Vodafone, 2002). 
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areas such as Auckland where almost complete coverage has been achieved, the main issue is 
ensuring that there is the capacity to handle the ever-increasing number of mobile phones and calls 
being made. 

2.2 Locating Cellular Phone sites 
Unlike higher-powered transmission sites such as television and radio, mobile phone sites are very 
low powered. Therefore, if cellular service companies are to provide a reliable service to their 
customers they are required to locate their sites where the service is needed. 

For cellular phone service providers the main aims when locating cell sites are finding a site that 
provides the best possible coverage in the area without causing interference with other "cells" and 
one that causes the least amount of environmental impact on the surrounding area. Where possible 
service providers will attempt to locate cell sites on existing structures such as buildings where 
antennas can be mounted on the roof to minimize the environmental impact Where this is not 
possible the site will require a mast to be erected to support the antennas. 

For service providers, the preferred location for cell sites is in commercial or industrial areas due 
to the previous difficulty in obtaining resource consent for towers located in residential areas under 
the Resource Management Act.3 Under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), resource 
consent may be required from the local council to establish a cell site in the area. This may be 
either notified or non-notified. If the council decides it is to be notified this allows anyone in the 
community to have their say about it. Once submissions have been received and a hearing is held 
(if required) the council decides whether or not to grant the consent One of the positive outcomes 
of the RMA resource consent procedure is the resulting unobtrusive nature of most cell sites. Some 
sites have even been incorporated into clock towers, building's chimneys and building signage. 

There is no concern of the providers running out of room to locate the towers in the short term, 
however, it is expected that in the future, service providers will be required to share sites as they 
do overseas. If the service providers were to use the same mast they would have to be well 
separated meaning a much higher mast and a more undesirable structure in the community. 

Despite the high level of demand for better cell phone coverage, the location of cell sites continues 
to be a contentious issue. The majority of people want better cell phone coverage in areas where 
they live and work, but they do not want a site in their neighbourhood. Thus, cell sites in or near 
residential areas are of particular concern. Concerns expressed usually relate to health, property 
values and visual impact (Szmigielski and Sobiczewska, 2000 and Barnes, 1999). 

In general, uncertainties in the assessment of health risks from base stations is presented and 
distributed by organised groups of residents who protest against settlement of base stations. These 
reports appear to be exaggerated with a frequent tendency for including incredible extrapolation of 
results from microwave exposure systems which do not resemble either the intensities or the 
frequencies applied in the cell phone systems being tested. When the media publishes these stories 
it serves only to amplify the negative bias in these results and raises public concern. According to 
Covello ( 1998), this leads to incorrect assessment of risks and threats by the public with a 
tendency to overestimate risks from base stations and neglect risks from the use of cell phones. 

3 This has now been amended and replaced with a much simply consent process. 
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2.3 Assessment of Environmental Effects 
2.3.1 Introduction: The Resource Management Act 1991 
Under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) an assessment of environmental effects is 
required every time an application for resource consent is made. Information that must be provided 
includes the 'following: 

"An' assessment of any actual or potential effects that the activity may have on the 
enVironment, and the ways in which any adverse effects may be mitigated". (Section 
88(4)(b), RMA). 

An assessment of the environmental effects (AEE) of cell sites would take into consideration such 
things as: 

• Health and Safety effects 
• Visual effects 
• Effects on the neighbourhood 
• interference with radio and television reception 

2.3.2 Radio Frequency and Microwave Emissions from CPBSs 
Accordink to the Ministry for the Environment (2000), the factors that affect exposure to radiation 
are as follows. 

• Distance: Increasing the distance from the emitting source, decreases the radiation's 
strength and decrea5es the exposure. 

• Transmitter power: The str.onger the transmitter, the higher the exposure. 
• Directionality of the antenna: Increasing the amount of antennas pointing in a particular 

direction ~creases the transmi~g power and increases the exposure. 
• Height of the antenna above the ground: Increasing the height of an antenna increases the 

distance from the ·aritenna and decreases the exposure. 
• Local terrain: Increasing the intervening ridgelines decreases the exposure. 

The amount of radiofrequency power absorbed in the body, the dose, is measured in Watts per 
kilograni, known as Specific Absorption Rate (SAR). The SAR depends on the power density in 
watts per square metre. The radio frequeriCies (RF) from cellular phone systems travel in a "line of 
sight",. The. antennas are .designed to rad~ate energy horizontally so that only small amounts of RF 
are directed do\Vll to the ground. The greatest exposures are in front of the antenna so that near the 
base of these towers, exposure is at minimum. Further, ·power den8ity from the · transmitter 
decreas~ rn,pidly . .as one moves away from the antenna. However, it should be noted· that by 
initially walking away from the base, the exposure rises and then deereases. again. The initial 
increase in' exposure corresponds to the point where the lobe from the antenna beam intersects the 
ground. For instance, oi;i, the ground within 7-10 meters from the cell site, power densities are 
about 0.2 W/m2 while' y.rithin 100 metres, power densities will be. arowid 0.0003-0.005W/m2 

(Minist:r)r .for the Environment, 2000 and Szmigielski and Sobiczewska, 2000). · 
' ' ' . . . 

2.3.3 Adverse Health Effects· . 
Accordfug" to Barnes (1999) and sZmiiiel~ki and Sobi~zewska (2000) ·the analog phone system 
(using 8M-9oo Megahertz band) and digital l'hone system (using 1850-1990 Megahertz band) 
expose humans to electromagnetic field (EMF) emissions: radio frequency radiation (RF) and 
microviave radiation (MW), respectively. these two radiations are emitted from both the cellular 
phones and· CPBSs. · · · · · 

For years the cell phone companies have assured the public that cell phones are perfectly safe. 
They state that the particular set of radiation parameters associated with cell phones are the same 
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as any other radio signal. However, reported scientific evidence challenges this view and shows 
that cell phone radiation causes various effects, including:4 

- Alters brain activity 
- Disturbs sleep 
- Alters human reaction times: responses and speed of switching attention significantly worse 
- Weakness the blood brain barrier 
- Increased auditory brainstem response and hearing deficiency in 2 KHZ to 10 KHZ range 
-Causes significant changes in local temperature, and in physiologic parameters of the 
cardiovascular system 
- Causes memory loss, connection difficulties, fatigue, and headaches 
- Increases blood pressure 
- Reduces meh~tonin, etc .. 

According to Cherry (2000), there is strong evidence to conclude that cell sites are risk factors for: 
- Cancer, specifically brain tumours and leukaemia 
- Heart attack and heart disease, particularly arrhythmia 
- Neurological effects including sleep disturbance, learning difficulties, depression and suicide 
- Reproductive effects, especially miscarriage and congenital malformation 
- Viral and infectious diseases because of reduced immune system competency associated with 
reduced melatonin and altered calcium ion homeostasis. 

The main health concerns relating to EMF emissions from CPBSs are caused by the fact that radio 
frequency fields penetrate exposed tissues. Radio frequency energy is absorbed in the body and 
produces heat All established health effects of radio frequency exposure are clearly related to 
heating. Public concern regarding both cell phones and CPBSs in many countries has led to a 
number of independent expert groups being requested by governments and cellular service 
providers to carry out detailed reviews of the research literature. 

Research on the health effects of exposures to RF are reviewed by, for instance, The New Zealand 
Radiation Laboratory (2001 ), the World Health Organization ( 1993 ), International Commission on 
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) (1997, 1998), the Royal Society of Canada (1999) 
and the UK Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones (2000). The reviews conclude that there 
are no clearly established health effects under low levels of exposure. Such exposures typically 
occur in publicly accessible areas around RF transmitters. 

Various epidemiological studies5 have been undertaken on the health effects of exposure to 
RF/MW radiation. However, most of these studies are conducted with occupational groups 
exposed to the radiation at work rather than with the general population in the home environment 
The results of such studies provide insufficient evidence of the linkage between exposure and 
cancers in the general population due to the different intensities and duration of MW exposure in 
workers compared to those in the general public. The MW exposure in the home environment is 
typically continuous but not exceeding 0.1 W/m2 while in the working environment, the duration is 

4 Mann & Roschkle ( 1996), Krause et al. (2000), Borbely et al. ( 1999), Kellenyi et al. ( 1999), Khdnisskil, Moshkarev 
& Fomenko ( 1999), Hocking ( 1998), Burch et al. ( 1998) and others as resported in Cheny, N. (2000 ). 
5 Epidemiological studies study the relationship between exposure to EMFs and health in a population through 
observatioIL It is employed to provide evidence ofEMF's association with any diseases, statistically. However, these 
studies cannot control for the degree of exposure. In the real world there are multiple exposures (such as radiation 
from television and radio). 
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limited to · 1-2 hours period but intensities range between 2-IOW/m2 (Szmigielski and 
Sobiczewska, 2000). 

According to Barnes ( 1999), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the 
American Food and Drug Administration (FDA) found no health hazard associated to· cell phone 
use. Laboratory studies revealed no related cancer symptoms in people exposed to levels at or 
below current standards (refer to the discussion on standards, below, in section 2.3.4). 
Furthermore, Szmigielski and Sobiczewska (2000) add that MW radiation from cell phone systems 
contribute· only 10 percent of the total MW energy emitted from other sources such as TV and 
radio signals. They conclude similarly to Barnes (1999) that there is currently no valid scientific 
data providing evidence of bio-effects from weak MW emission. However, there are questions 
over the de'layed effects of exposure. · · · 

The Royal Society of Canada ( 1999) reports that biological effects, such as cell proliferation, are 
found at low levl!IS of exposure and depend on other exposure conditions, stated earlier~ but are not 
known to cause any adverse health effects. Nonetheless, at high exposures, heating is produced 
and can eventually damage tissues. Szmigielski and Sobiczewska (2000) state that at intense 
exposure the "thermal effect" from MW energy absorption inside tissues is associated with DNA 
damage. Further, they add that other non-:specific health symptoms (NSHS) such as headaches, 
fatigue and' small change5 in blood pressure are also found. 

While, at ·present, medical and epidemiological studies reveal weak association between bio
effects and·. low-level exposures of RF/MW fields, controversy remains between scientists, 
producers and the general public. Information from scientific or technological experts must be 
provided to"the public to help allay fear-S about cell phone systems and help them. to make rational 
investmeirt decisions when considering the purchase of a property located in proximity to a CPBS. 
However, risk communication ("the exchange of information about the nature, 'magnitude, 
significance, acceptability and management of risk", Covello 1998) has always posed a challenge 
to the policy mak.~rs (usually politicians) responsible for communieating risk data to the general 
pubic. Rislc communication usually involves the provision of information about the probability of 
exposi.ire to the risk and about the nature and extent of the consequences. Yet, events of a 
proba1>il~tic nature rela~ng to an uncertain science are not well understood by.the general public. 
This, together with negatiVe media attention, results in the perception of uncertainty over the 
health. ef'f:~ts from cell phone systems. 

2.3.4 Radio Frequency Exposure Standards 
2.3.4.l International Standards · . 
Despite ongoing controversy, the· reviews of research on the health· effects of exposures to RF 
helped establish the basis for exposure standards that will limit exposures to a level for safe and 
healthy livirig and working conditions.'· Most standards set by, for 'example; .the Inteniational 
Commission· on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), the American National Standards 
Institute (J\NSI) and N~w Zealand are based on the .most adverse effycts. These standards have 
been developed to give people an as~"ce that what cellular service providers are doing Complies 
with safefy· guidelines. · 

.. ,·. 

The 1998 ICNIRP guidelines have beeii accepted by the world's sCientific and health communities 
as these are not only consistent with other stated standards but are also published by ICNIRP, a 
highly respected and independent scientific organisation. ICNIRP is responsible for providing 
guidance and advice on the health hazards of non-ionising radiation for the World Health 
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Organization (WHO) and the International Labour Office (Ministry for the Environment and 
Ministry of Health, 2000). 

2.3.4.1 The New Zealand Standard 
When a mobile phone site is being planned, radio frequency engineers calculate the level of 
electromagnetic energy (EME) that will be emitted by the site. The level of EME is predicted by 
taking into account power output, cable loss, antenna gain, path loss, height and distance from the 
antenna, etc. These calculations result in figures that allow engineers to calculate maximum 
possible emissions in a worst-case scenario - as if the site was operated at maximum power all the 
time. The 'lim is to produce EME levels that are below international and New Zealand standards in 
areas where the general public have unrestricted access. 

It is a requirement that all mobile phone sites in New Zealand comply, in all respects, with the 
New Zealiµid Standard for radio frequency exposures, NZS 2772.1 : 1999 Radio frequency Fields 
Part I: Maximum Exposure Levels - 3kHz to 300GHz. This standard, which was adopted in April 
1999, was based largely on the 1998 ICNlRP recommendations for maximum human exposure 
levels to radio frequency. The standard also includes a requirement for: 

"Minimising, as appropriate, Radio Frequency exposure which is unnecessary or incidental 
to achievement of service objectives or process requirements, provided that this can be 
achieved at modest expense." (National Radiation Laboratory, 2001, p. 7). 

Currently this standard sets out a limit of continuous exposure to the public for radio frequency 
levels from mobile phone sites of 450 microwatts per square centimetre. This standard is the same 
as used in most European countries, and is more stringent than that used in the United States, 
Canada and Japan. This exposure level has been lowered even further in some cases. For example, 
the Christchurch City Council has made their allowable standard 200 microwatts per square 
centimetre (which is less than 50% of the New Zealand Standard). In reality however, mobile 
phone sites only operate at a fraction of the level set by the standard. The National Radiation 
Laboratory has measured exposures around many operating cell sites. Maximum exposures in 
publicly accessible areas around the great majority of sites are less than 1 % of the public exposure 
limit in the standard. Exposures are rarely more than a few percent of the limit, and none have 
been above 10%. 

2.3.5 Effects on Property Values in New Zealand 
In New Zealand, based on two court cases: Mcintyre and others vs. Christchurch City Council 
[1996] NZRMA 289 and Shirley Primary School vs. Telecom Mobile Communications Ltd [1999] 
NZRMA 66, there are two main alleged adverse effects of cell-phone base station on property 
values: 

• The risk of adverse health effects from radio frequency radiation emitted from cell-phone 
base stations 

• The adverse visual effects 

Very few cell site cases have actually proceeded to Environment Court hearings. In Mcintyre and 
others vs. Christchurch City Council, Bell South applied for resource consent to erect a cell phone 
base station in Fendalton, Christchurch. The activity was a non-complying activity under the 
Transitional District Plan. Residents' objected to the application. Their objections were related to 
the harmful health effects from radio frequency radiation. In particular, they argued it would be an 
error of law to decide on the present state of scientific knowledge that there were no hann:ful 
health effects from low-level radio frequency exposure levels. It was also argued that the Resource 
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Management Act 1991 contains a precautionary policy and that ection 104 require a con ent 
authority to' ha e regard to potential effects of low probability but high impact in on idering an 
application. 

The Planning Tribunal con idered re iden ' objections and heard expert ' opinion as to the 
potential health effects and granted the on nt ubject to condition . Tt was ti und that there 
would be no adverse health effects from low level of radiation from the propo ed tran 'mitter not 
e en effect of low probability but high potential impact. 

In hirley' Primary School vs. Telecom Mobil Communication Li.mite<! Telecom applied to the 
bri tcburctl City Counci1 for re ource con ent to e tabli h, operate and maintain a PB on land 

at hirley Road Cbristchurcb adjacent to the Shirley Primary School. This activity wa al o non
omplying under the Transitional District J,>lan. Again the Council granted th con ent subject to 
ondition . Howe er the chool appealed the deci ion, alleging four main adverse effect a 

follow : 
- The risk of adverse health ffects from the radio frequ ncy radiation emitted from the cell ite 
- The chool perception of the ·ri k and related p ychological ad erse eff~ t on pupil and 

teachers . 
- Ad erse visual effects 
- Reduced. financial viability' of the cbool if pupil were withdrawn becau e of the percei ed 

ad erse health effect 

' The Court' concluded ~hat the risk of the cbool chil.dren or teachers at the chool incurring 
leukaemia of otheJ; cancer from radio frequency radfation emitted by the cell ite i extrerpeJy low 
and the ri k to t.Qe pupils of expo ure to radio fre9uency radiation causing leep dj order or 
learning disabiliti is higher but till ery mall. Accordingly, the Telecom pr posal was allowed 
to proceed. · 

In um"':ary the En iropmental ourt has ruled that th~re are no e tabll bed adve e health effects 
ri ing from the emi ion of radio wave from PB there is no epidemiol gica) e idence to 
how thi . The court wa persuaded by the I NlRP gujdelines. that ri k of health effe t from low

level exposll.re · very low and that the 'cell phone frequency impo ed by the Z taudard i afe, 
b ing almost two and a half tim lower fuan that of the. ICNIRP s. 

H wever, ih the court' · deci ions they did concede that while there i no proven health affects that 
there 1 evidence of property value being affected by both of the above allegations. Howe er the 
court · ugges that ucb .a reduction in pr perty values should .not be counted as a separate adverse 
effect from, for example adve:rSe vi ual or atnenitie effects. That i , a redu~tion ii;i prop rty 
value is not an enviroOQlent.31 effect "in i elf it is merely ·evidence, in monetary terms. of the 

• J o •• 0 ~ I I it I 

other adverse effect rioted. 1 .. 
In Chen · ·. Chrl tchuich ·.·City Council he court tated that aluation 1 imp I another exp rt 
opinion of the adverse effect (lo ). Ftirtber in tbi case the 'court e taOli hed a precedent rel!iting 
to the effec "on property value . lil Goldfinch .

1 
Auckland City Council ZR.MA 97) the 

Plartning Tiibunal consider d evidence on potential lo ses i.n alue 'of the pr pertie of objectors to 
a proposal for the itirlg of a CPBS. The Court concluded that the aluer' monetary a e ments 
upport and reflect that the adverse effec of the PB . Further it concluded that the effec are 

more than just minor as the PBS stood upon the immediately neighbouring property. 
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2.3.6 Research on Property Value Effects 
While experimental and epidemiological studies focus on the adverse health effects of radiation 
from the use of cell phones and CPBSs few studies have been conducted to ascertain the adverse 
health and visual effects of CPBSs on property values. Further, as there has been very few cell site 
cases proceeding to the Environment Court little evidence of property value effects has been 
provided by the courts. Thus, the extent to which opposition from property owners affected by the 
siting of CPBSs are reflected in lower property values is not well known in New Zealand. Two 
studies have been commissioned by Telecom in Auckland (1998/99) and Christchurch (200 I) but 
these have not been made publicly known. Further, although the researchers communicated with 
the authors that results showed that property prices are not statistically significantly affected by the 
presence of CPBSs, their research involved only limited sales data analysis. Further, no surveys of 
residents' perceptions were undertaken, nor of the media attention to the sites and the affect this 
may have on saleability of properties in close proximity to CPBSs. This initial study aims to help 
fill the research void in this area. 

3.0 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
3.1 Research Objectives and Methodology 
An opinion survey was conducted to investigate the current perceptions of residents towards living 
near cell-phone base stations and how this proximity might affect property values. Residents were 
asked questions, about: how they rate the suburb they live relative to other similar suburbs; when 
the CPBS was constructed and the proximity of it in relation to their home; the importance they 
place on the CPflS as a factor in relocation decisions and on the price/rent they were prepared to 
pay for their house; the degree of concern of the effects of health/stigma/aesthetic/property values, 
etc. 

Two case study areas in the city of Auckland, New Zealand were selected for this pilot study: the 
residential suburbs of Clover Park, Manakau in south-Auckland and St Johns in east-Auckland. 
Each case study included residents in two areas: the case study area (within 300 metres of a cell 
phone tower) and a control area (over lkm from the cell phone tower). Both areas within each case 
study had the same living environment (in socio-economic teTillS) except that the former is an area 
with a CPBS while the latter is without a CPBS. 

Sixty questionnaires6 were randomly distributed to each of the areas (case study and control) in 
each neighbourhood (i.e. 240 surveys were delivered in total). As time and cost in conducting the 
survey were both limited delivery of the surveys was by hand to the property owner's letterbox. 
Respondents were instructed to complete the survey and return it to the letterbox. These were 
collected by hand two days after delivery. 

The surveys were coded and the property address of each, once delivered, was recorded. This 
enabled each respondent's property to be located on a map and to show this in relation to the cell 
site. With a sample size of just 60 for each area within each neighbourhood the results are not fully 
representative of how the entire population perceive cell sites. However, the results do provide a 
gauge of the perceptions that people have about living near a cell site, or moving to an area near 
one, and how this might impact on values of properties in proximity to a CPBS. 

The analysis of responses included the calculation of means and percentage of responses to each 
question to allow for an overview of the response patterns in each area. Comparison of the results 
between the case study area and the control area reveal any significant differences. 

6 Approved by the University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee (reference 2002/185). 
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3.2 Case Study Areas 
3.2.1 St Johns 
The east-Auckland suburb of St Johns was selected (see Appendix A for a location map) as there 
are two CPBSs within close proximity of each other on St Johns Road near its intersection with St 
Heliers Bay Road. It is a medium to upper priced residential housing suburb7 in a generally sought 
after neighbourhood due to its close proximity to beaches, schools, shopping, recreational facilities 
and the Auckland CBD. 

3.2.2. Maoakau 
The south-Auckland neighbourhood of Clover Park, Manukau City was selected (see Appendix A 
for a location map) as it is also proximate to a CPBS but it provides a different (lower) socio
economic sample to the first study area. The address of the CPBS site is 726 Great South Road, 
Manukau City and is located on a BP petroleum station property. It is sitµated among trees 
between Valentine Restaurant and Rainbows End Theme Parle, at the comer of Great South Road 
and Redoubt Road, Manukau City. 

The questionnaires were distributed to properties in Sikkim Crescent, the residential area that runs 
off Great South Road. The area is an older, lower-priced residential suburb area characterised by 
houses ill a poor state of repair.8 It has good access to the Auckland-Hamilton Motorway and is 
within close proximity to a primary school and recreational facilities such as the Cycling 
Velodrome, Manukau Sports Bowl and the Greyhound Race Track. However, there are no shops 
nearby apii.rt from the basic supplies available from the BP petroleum station. Some properties are 
also near' a high voltage power pylon. 

3.3 Control Areas 
3.3.1 St Johns 
The control area for St Johns is located further away (over 1 kilometre) from the CPBS in the case 
study area and is in the same suburb. The area contains a living environment and housing stock 
very siniilar to the case study area, as stated above, the only exception is that there is no cell site. 

3.3.2 Ma·nakau: . 
The control area for Manakau is in the neighbourhood of Manukau Heights, Manukau City. It is 
located further away (over 1.5 kilometre) from Clover Parle. The area contains a living 
environment and housing stock very similar to Clover Parle, as stated above, the only exception is 
that there is no cell site. The questionnaires were distributed to properties in the streets of Sidey 
A venue, Dillion and Darrell Crescents. Manakau Heights has good access to the Auckland
Hamilton' fyt~torway 'and is within close proximity to a primary school and recreational facilities 
(Totara Park and Murphys 'Bush Scenic Reserve). 

4. Research Results 
Appendix B provides a summary of the main findings from the survey. These are outlined and 
disctlssed in more.detail below. 

7 The median house price for Auckland city in October 2002 was $335,000 and for St Johns it was $375,000. St Johns 
borders the high-priced Eastern Suburbs where the median house price was $515,000. 
8 The median house price for Auckland city in October 2002 was $335,000 and for Manakau it was $278,000. 
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4.1Survey1: Cell Site: St Johns 
Of the 60 questionnaires mailed to homeowners and tenants in the study area, 53% were 
completed and returned. Over half (56%) of the respondents were homeowners. 

4.1.1 Desirability of the suburb as a place to live 
One-third (34%) of respondents have lived in St Johns for between 1- 4 years, and 40% for more 
than five years. Two-thirds (66%) rated St Johns as either desirable or very desirable as a place to 
live when compared with other similar suburbs. The reasons given for this include that the suburb 
is within walking distance to shops and is clean and relatively graffiti-free. The reasons 17% 
responded that St Johns is less desirable compared with other suburbs is that it is not as close to 
the waterfront/beaches as the adjoining suburbs of Kohimarama and St Heliers. 

4.1.2 FeeHngs towards the CP.as as an element of the neighbourhood 
The CPBS was already constructed when 81 % of the respondents bought their house or began 
renting. Of these respondents, 21 (80%) said the proximity of the tower was of no concern to them. 
For the 20% of respondents' that said the proximity of the tower was of concern to them the most 
common reasons given for this were: health reasons, as proclaimed by the media, and that it 
obstructed ¢.eir views somewhat Of the 19% that said the CPBS was not constructed when they 
bought the house or began renting all said they would have gone ahead with the purchase anyway 
if they had known that the CPBS was to be constructed. 

4.1.3 Affect on Decision to Purchase or Rent 
The tower was visible from the house of 60% (19) of the respondents, yet the majority (13) said it 
was barely noticeable. Over two-thirds (71 %) of the respondents said the location of the cell site 
nearby did not affect the price they were prepared to pay for the property. Ten percent said they 
were prepared to pay a little less (between 0-9% less) and the remaining 19% bought their property 
before the cell site was constructed. 

4.1.4 Concerns About the Proximity to the CPBS 
Generally, residents were not particularly worried about the effects that proximity to a CPBS has 
on health, stigma, property value or aesthetics. Of the concerns about towers that respondents were 
asked to comment on, the negative effects on aesthetics and future health were what respondents 
were most worried about, but only to a limited degree. Over two-thirds were not worried about the 
possibility of harmful health effects in the future (28% were somewhat worried) and 72% were not 
worried about "stigma" associated with houses near CPBSs (18% were somewhat worried and 
10% were very worried). The majority of respondents (90%) were not worried about the affect that 
proximity to a CPBS will have on property values in the future (10% were somewhat worried) and 
just over half (53%) were not worried about the aesthetic problems caused by CPBSs (47% were 
somewhat worried). 

4.2 Survey 2: Control Group: St Johns 
Of the 60 questionnaires mailed to homeowners and tenants in the study area, 57% were 
completed and returned. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of the respondents were homeowners. 

4.2.1 Desirability of the suburb as a place to live 
Nearly a third (29%) of respondents have lived in St Johns for between 1- 4 years, and over half 
(53%) for more than five years. Over three-quarters (76%) of the respondents rated St Johns as 
either desirable or very desirable as a place to live when compared with other similar suburbs. The 
reasons given for this include that the suburb has cheaper house prices but is still central to 
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ervices and the beaches it ha good view the h use are of a good quality and the area i well 
erviced by public transport. The reasons 6% responded that St John is le desirable compared 

with other' uburb include its proximity to lower ocio-economic areas and th high number of 
ub- taridard rental properties in the area. 

4.2.2 Feelings iowards a CPB as an element of the neighbourhood 
Two-thirds (65% of the re pondents would be oppo ed to the construction of a ceU phone tower 
nearby. The location of a CPB would be taken into account by 2% of re ponden if they were to 
con ider moving. 

I I l 

4.2.3 Affect on Decision' to Purchase or Rent 
If a CPBS were located nearby over half (53% of the respondent would b prepared to pay 
ub tantililly le for their pro'perty and nearly on -third (29%) would be pr pared to pay just a 

little le for their property. 
•, 

4.2.4 Concerns bout the Proximity to a 
Of the concerns about towers that re ponden were asked to comment on the negative effec on 
ae thetic and future health were what re pondents were mo t worried about. More than half 
59%) of the re ponden were worried omewbat and over one-third (35% wer very worried 

about the po ibility of harmful health ffect in th future and the aesthetic problem cau ed by 
CPBS . Similar re ponses were recorded for the 'stigma" associated with h u e near CPBS 
59% were omewhat worried and 23% were very worried) and the affect that proximity to a 

CPBS will have oii property values in tbe future (53%1were 1somewhat worried and 35% were ry 
worri d). 

Other comment provided. by re pondent at the end of the survey include: 

• 'In no way would I choo e to ti near uch a cell phone ite at all'. 
• A deci ive statement on the health, aesthetic and property value i ue by the authorities 

concemt;d ·s long overdue - lilere eem to ha e been a great deal of procrastination to 
date'. · · 

• '11ti urv ~ appea t<> be b:ia8ed a y u b!IVen't asked, for example how important 
coverage i and if thi meant putting in a cell phone site what would thi mean for you. 

· A'.Iso, a lot, of people are eomplaining ab ut roads being dug up to lay phone cable - at 
least cell ite are not lli ruptive to the ame extent when being in talled '. . ' . 

4.3 Di ctission of the Results: tJohn ;, 
From the aboye re j>on e H appear t_qat people who bve•near cell ite em to oe far le 
concerned about the po _Ible as ociated health ri ks and aesthetic i ue of the . ites ll1an tho e 
people who live further away from th~ ite . An explanation for the difference between the case 
tudy and control group respons · is that the case tudy group are th e people that have already 

purchased or rent in an area" where a BS is constructed and inay "not repr ent the entire 
population of potenpal l!Uid purcha renter . uch re idents are by the very ,fact that they have 
purcha5ed/rented in an area where a CPBS i located. less en itive to thi than might be the case 
for the market a a whole. Su h p ople who ti e neat omething that is per ei ed but not pro en to 
be a ri k tend may pass the threat off and take the view that there · no evidence ·of it being a 
problem so why worry about it. · · · 

Alternatively the case study re idents' apparent lower en itivity to the PB than the control 
group re idents may be due to the po ible affect of cognitive di sonance reduction. In this case, 
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tb y are not n arily le en iti e t the PB but are unwilling to admit due to the large 
am un f money already paid, that they may ba e made a poor pur b ing/renting d i ion to 
buy a property located in clo e pro imity t a PB . 

4.4 urvey J: CeU ite: Manakau Re ult 
After tb di tribution of the que tionnair , the coUecti n of urvey r spon re ulted in only 3 
re pon e (5%) from each area. With ucb a lower than expected re pon e rate the re ults are 
unlikely to be representative of the total population and the impact that CPB have on property 
val4 could not be con Ju ively detennined. Howev r, som intere tipg p rception were 
r al d nd are d cribed generally bel. w. 

4.4.1 De lrability of the uburb a a place to live 
Two-third 67% of the re pondent w re homeowner and have been re iding in th area for over 
5 ea . Half of th responden . rated lo er Park as de irable and the other 50% rated it les 

e irable a a place to Li compared to ther imilar uburbs for xampl E l T~11k:i and 
Manakau Height . 

4.4.2 FeeliDg towards the CPB as an element of th neighbourhood 
Two-third of th re pondents did n t know ab ut tbe e i tence of the CPBS when they brought or 
began renting their house. Th remaining third said it was not con tructed. equently the 
proximity of the CPBS was not of oncem t them. lf they bad known at th tim of purcba or 
rental that th PBS wa to be c n tructed half aid they would not have gon ahead with the 
purch /rental wberea th other half aid they would bave. 

4.4.3 Affect on Decision to Purcha e or Rent 
one of the re pondent could e the PB from their hou e. Con equently it did not affect the 

pric r rent they were prepared to pay for the pr perty. 

4.4.4 oncern bout the Proximity to a PB 
Of the concerns about CPBS that r pond nt were a ked to comment on two-third 66% were 

mewhat worri d about th po ibility f harmful health effi ct in th future, the tigma 
ociated with houses near CPBS and the affe ton property value . The remaining ne-third wa 

not worried about these thing . AJI re pondent were omewhat concerned ab ut the ae thetic 
pr bl m au ed by the tow rs. 

4.S urvey 2: Control Group: Manakau 
Two-third of the control group re pondent were tenant living in the area between 6 month and 
4 year . They rated their suburb a either de irable r very de irable a a place to Uve compar d to 
otb r imilar uburb due to the easy ac e to amenitie . 

4.S.1 Feeling rowards a CPB as an element of the neighbourhood 
Two-thirds of re pondent would be oppo ed to the con truction of a PB nearby. Yet at odd to 
thi re pan e, oly a third said it would be a f: ct r to con ider when relocating. 

4.5.2 Affect on Decision to Purcba e or Rent 
On -third of the re pondents aid th y would b prepared to pay 0-9% I for a pr perty nearby a 
CPB one-third were prepared to pay l 0-1 % le and the remaining one-third would pay 20%or 
more le for uch a property. 
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4.S.3 Concerns About the Proximity to a PB 
11 of the respond nts were greatly concerned about the harmful health effects from proximity to a 

CPB while two-thirds were worried a lot about stigma loss in. property valu ' in the future and 
ae thetic problems associated with house near CPBSs. The remaining one-third or re pondents 

ere only omewhat worried about the e factor . 

4.6 Discussion of the Result : Manakau 
From the re pon e above, it appears that the effect of CPBSs tend to be ignored in Manak:au if 
the re idents are unaware of them in their neighbourhood as would be exp cted. Yet there are 
troug concern about th effects of CPBS from r ident in the control area. N nethele " the e 
urvey re ult are inconclusive due to the limited re pon rate. 

5. Limitations of the Research 
There are' a number of 'limitation ·affecting thi urvey in addition to the limited re pbnse rate for 

anakau. There wa a time constraint in locating an appropriate CPBS that w visible to the 
re ident iii the Manakau case tudy area. The elected ·te is ituated among t tree and not highly 

i ible. Many of the re .iden were not aware of its exi tence that likely affected b th he re ponse 
and re pon e rate. Further gi ing resp ndent only two day to complete the survey may ha e 
been insufficient. Fortunately thi time con trajnt did not adversely affe t the t John area 

I 

rep n e rate. 

Finally, it must be' kept in mind that the · re ults are the' product of only two ca e tudie carried 
out in a specifiy area (Auckland) at a pecific time (2002). The value-effect from CPBS may 
vary over time a market participant ' perception change due to increa d publi a war ne 
regarciillg the potential advers health anli other effect of Living near a PB . Per eptions toward 
CPBS can change either po itively or negatively o er time. For example as the World Health 
Organi ation ten-year study of the heaJth cffec fr m CPBS i completed and becom 
a ailable on wners' attitude may either increase or decrease depending on the outcome of tho e 
tudie . To confirin this many imilar tudie of imifar deign to allow compari on between 

them, need to b conducted o r time and th re ult made public. 

I 

A a resul~ of the e Limitations caution mu t be u ed in making generalisations fr m the tudy or 
applying the re ults directly to other imilar tudie or valuation a signment . 

6. Areas for Further Stlldy 

Thi re earcb has fqcuse<:i on re idents ' p rception o:f negative affec from pr.oximity to ~PBS 
rather than the ciehtific or technologi al estimate of these ri ks. The technologi ts' o\;jecti e 

iew of risk is that ri k is measurable solely in tenn of probaoilities and e erity f con equence , 
wberea the public while taking xpert a e ments into account, iew ri k more subjecti ely, 
ba ed on other fa~tors . 1 

FUrtber the results f cientific tudies about the health effect of radio 
frequency ·and microwave radiation from PBSs are not always consistent. Re;idents' perception 
and as e men of risk vary according to a wide range of proce including psychological 

ciaJ in titutional, and cultural and a re on why their ~ es mentS may be at d with tho e of 
the experts. 

Given the public concern about th potential risk arising from being I ated nearby a CPBS it i 
important for future studies to focu mor attention on this i ue. Mor informati n i needed on 
th kinds of health and other ri k the public ociate with PB and th le el of risk 
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perceived. How far away from the CPBS do people feel they have to be to be afe? What are the 
o ial economic educational and other demographic ariables that influence how people percei e 

the ri ks from CPBSs? Are the e perceived ri k · reflected in property value and to what extent? 
Do these perceived risks vary over time and to what degree? 

An wers to the: e questions, if hared among t r earcher and made public could lead to th 
development of a global database. Such a database could assi t valuer in determining the 
perceived level of risk associated with CPBS from geographicaUy and ocio-economicall 
diverse areas to aid in the valuation of property affected by these anywhere in the world. 
Similarly, knowledge of the extent the e ri k are incorporated into prol>erty price and bow they 

ary over tim will lead to more accurate value a e ments of propertie in lo e proxi.inity to a 
PB . 

7. Summary and Conclusions 
Thi research report pre ents the re ul of an opinion urvey undertaken in 2002 to res idents ' 
perception toward living near CPBSs and bow thi impacts on property val·ue . From the re ults 
it appears that people whom live clo e to a PB percei e the ite less negati ely tb&n tho e 
whom live further away. 

As re earch to date (JCNIRP 1998) report that there are no clearly establi bed health effects from 
RF emi ions of CPBSs operated at, or below, the current safety standards the only rea on a 
rational inve tor might continue to avoid property near a cell site would be becau e it wa intrusi e 
on the view received from the property or because of the adverse ae thetic effect of the CPBS on 
the property. Yet recent media reports (for example, Fo , 2002) indicate that people till percei e 
that CPBS have harmful health effect . 

Thu whether or not CPBS are ever proven conclusively to be free from health ri ks i only 
relevant to the extent that buyers of property near a CPBS perceive thi to be true. Consequently 
alues of residential property located in clo e proximity to CPBSs may be adversely affected by 

the negative perception of buyers, regardles of re earch evidence to the contrary. 

Further research is needed to provide more tatistically valid conclusions than this pilot study 
provide about the public perceptions toward the health and visual effects of CPBSs and how thi 
influence property value . To this end a larger study i to be conducted in 2003 that will include, 
in addition to a survey of affected resident living in close proximity to a CPBS, econometric 
analy i of the ale transaction data. 

The results from such tudie can provide u eful information to related governm nt agencie in 
a e sing the need for increasing the public ' s understanding of CPBSs of how radio frequency 
transmitting facilities operate and of the strict exp ure standard limits imposed on the 
telecommunication industry. A lack of understanding of the e is ue create public concern about 
the location of CPBS . A more information i di covered that refutes any adver e health effects 
from CPBSs and as this together with information about the NZ Standards for high afety margin 
regarding the emis ion of RF and MW radiation are made more publicly available the perception 
of risk may gradually change. The vi ual effect can till po e a concern to re idents, however but 
this may vary according to the size, height and de ign of the CPBS as well a the land cape 
urrounding them. 
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Appendix A- Survey Location Map 
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Appendix B - Survey Results 
Case Study Area: 

Questions St Johns Maoakau 
Response (* 01., n = 32) Response (0 /o, n = 3) 

I.Which one of the following categories - Homeowner (56%) - Homeowner (67%) 
best describes you? -Tenant (44%) - Tenant (33%) 

2.How long have you lived at this - Less than 6 months (l 2%) - Less than 6 months (00/o) 
address? - 6 months - I year (12%) - 6 months - I year (0%) 

- l - 4 years (34%) - l - 4 years (33%) 
- More than 5 years (40%) - More than 5 years (67%) 

3. Comparing your suburb to other - Very desirable (22%) - Very desirable (0%) 
similar suburbs, how do you consider - Desirable (44%) - Desirable (50%) 
your suburb: - Less desirable (19%) - Less desirable (50%) 

- About average (15%) - About average (0%) 
4. When you purchased this house I - Yes (81%) - Yes (0%) 
began renting, was the cell phone tower - No (19%) - No (33%) 
alreadv constructed? - I don't know (67%) 
5. Was the proximity of the cell phone - Yes (80%) - Yes (0%) 
site of concern to you? - No (20%) - No (100%) 

6. If you had known at the time of - Yes (100%) - Yes (50%) 
purchase or rental that a CPBS was to be - No (0%) - No (500/o) 
constructed, would you still have 
purchased or rented? 
7. Is the cell phone tower visible from - Yes (60%) - Yes (0%) 
your house? -No (40%) - No (100%) 
8. How did the cell phone site affect the -Substantially more (0%) -Substantially more (0%) 
price or rent you were prepared to pay -A little more (0%) -A little more (0%) 
for this property? -No Influence (71%) -No Influence (100%) 

-A little less (10%) -A little less (0%) 
-Substantially less (0%) -Substantially less (0%) 
Tower not constructed (l 9%) 

9. Concerns associated with properties 
near a CPBS: - Not worried (69%) - Not worried (33%) 
(a) The possibility of harmful health - Somewhat worried (28%) - Somewhat worried (67%) 
effects in the future. - This worries you a lot (3%) - This worries you a lot (0%) 

(b) The stigma associated with houses - Not worried (72%) - Not worried (33%) 
near cell phone sites. - Somewhat worried ( 18%) - Somewhat worried (67%) 

- This worries you a lot (I 0%) - This worries you a lot (0%) 
(c) The affect on your properties value 
in the future - Not worried (90%) - Not worried (33%) 

- Somewhat worried (10%) - Somewhat worried (67%) 
- This worries you a lot (0%) - This worries you a lot (0%) 

(d) The aesthetic problems caused by the 
tower - Not worried (53%) - Not worried (0%) 

- Somewhat worried (47%) - Somewhat worried (100%) 
- This worries you a lot (0%) - This worries you a lot (0%) 

• Valid Percentage: This indicates the percent of those respondents that answered that specific question 
(it does not include non-responses). 
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Appendix B continued - Survey Results 

Control Area 

Questions St Johns Manakau 
Response ('*%. n = 34) Resnonse (*o/e, n = 3) 

I .Which one of the following - Homeowner (65%) - Homeowner (33%) 
categories best describes you? - Tenant (35%) -Tenant (67%) 

2.How long have you lived at this - Less than 6 months (12%) Less than 6 months (0%) 
address? - 6 months - 1 year (6%) - 6 months - 1 year (33%) 

- 1 - 4 years (29%) - 1 - 4 years (33%) 
- More than 5 years (53%) - More than 5 years (33%) 

3. Comparing your suburb to other - Very desirable (35%) - Very desirable (33%) 
similar suburbs, how do you - Desirable (41%) - Desirable (33%) 
consider your suburb: - Less desirable (6%) - Less desirable (0%) 

-About average (18%) - About ave1112e (33%) 
4. Would you be opposed to the - Yes (65%) - Yes (67%) 
construction of a cell phone site -No (35%) - No (33%) 
nearby? 
5. If you were to consider moving - Yes (82%) - Yes (33%) 
houses, would the location of a -No(l8%) - No (67%) 
CPBS be a factor? 

6. How would a cell phone site -Pay substantially more (0%) -Pay substantially more (0%) 
nearby affect the price or rent you -Pay a little more (0%) -Pay a little more (0%) 
would be prepared to pay for this -No Different (18%) -No Different (33%) 
property? -Pay a little less (29%) -Pay a little less (00/o) 

-Pay substantially less (53%) -Pay substantially less (67%) 
Please specify as a % of total 
property price - +20% or more (0%) - +200/o or more (00/o) 

' 
-+10% to +20% (0%) - +10% to +20% (0%) 

I - 1% to +9% (0%) - 1% to +9% (0%) 
' I - -9% to 0% (47%) - -9% to 0% (33%) ' 

- -19% to -10% (0%) - -19% to-10% (33%) 
- -20% or less (53%) - -200/o or less (33%) 

7. Concerns associated with 
properties near CPBSs: - Not worried (6%) - Not worried (0%) 
(a) The possibility of harmful health - Somewhat worried (59%) - Somewhat worried (0%) 
effects in the future. - This worries you a lot (35%) - This worries you a lot (I 000/o) 

(b) The stigma associated with - Not worried (18%) - Not worried, (0%) 
houses near cell phone sites. - Somewhat worried (59%) - Somewhat worried (33%) 

' - This worries you a lot (23%) - This worries you a lot (67%) 
(c) The affect on your properties 
value in the future - Not worried (12%) - Not worried (0%) 

- Somewhat worried (53%) - Somewhat worried (33%) 
- This worries you a lot (35%) - This worries you a lot (67%) 

(d) The aesthetic problems caused 
by the tower - Not worried (6%) - Not worried (00/o) 

- Somewhat worried (59%) - Somewhat worried (33%) 
- This worries you a lot (35%) - This worries you a lot (67%) 

! 
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Jr::FFERSON COUNTY PVA 

LOUISVILLE'S TOP 10 MOST EXPENSIVE NEIGHBORHOODS OF 2015 

Ml January 6, 2016 

By TRE PRYOR C3' I January 5, 2016 6:00 am 

I find it fun each year to stop and take a look back and see how our Louisville real estate market fared. There's so many different vantage points from which to choose. 

In my Insider Loulsvllle's 2015 Real Estate Year In Review 13' , I primarily focused on aggregate stats for home sales and values. If you haven't read it yet, I highly 
recommend it as a good synopsis of all that happened last year. 

Next week we'll look ahead at what 2016 has In store. Could the rising Interest rates put a damper on our stellar sales track? Could the paltry offering of available 
properties for purchase keep Louisville renters on the sideline? We'll tackle these questions and more in my next piece. 

But for now, let's do some window shopping. 

I think it's fair to say all of us have our eyes on what might be our next home. It could be your dream home! It may be a property that's so out of reach, the only way to get 
it would be if an unknown, rich relative suddenly appears out of nowhere and bestows a giant inheritance upon you. Either that or a lottery jackpot, right? 

Even though it's unlikely, it doesn't mean we can't have fun checking out the most amazing neighborhoods In Loulsvllle. 

BEHIND THE NUMBERS 

I began this practice In 2013 rt , then carried it on again the following year C3' . At the end of this place, I'll share which neighborhoods held a spot in each of these Top 
10 rankings and which new ones joined the high-rollers club. 

First, some ground rules. I only included Jefferson County neighborhoods that had at least three homes sell dur1ng the year for at least $500,000. I then took all those sale 
prices and averaged them to build the rankings. 

In 2015, there were 415 homes sold above this mark in Louisville. That's a big jump from the 346 homes the year before. 

The neighborhood with the most homes in this survey was Norton Commons C? with 40. In these rankings, Norton Commons came in as Louisville's 17th most 
expensive neighborhood. 

https :I ~eff ersonpva. ky. g r:rv/2016101 /06/lou isvllles-top-1 0-rn osl-expe ns ivlHlelg h borhoods-of-20151 1/13 
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And now the countdown ... 

10) MOCKINGBIRD GARDENS 

Mockingbird Gardens C? is a small neighborhood off Highway 42 by the Crescent Hill golf course. One home (not pictured) sold for $1 ,550,000 this year and really brought the average up. I 
Photo by Tre Pryor) 

Average Sale Price: $761 ,013 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 8 

9) LAKE FOREST 

https://jeffersonpva.ky.gov/2016/01 /06/loutsvilles-top-1 O-most-expensive-neighborhoods-of-2015/ 2/13 
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Lake Forest C? is Louisville' largest neighborhood. It is also one of Louisville's most expensive, though a small percentage of homes can still be purchased below $500,000 as well . I Photo by 

Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price : $772,873 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k In 2015: 31 

8) INDIAN HILLS 

https:/~effersonpva .ky.gov/2016/01 /06/louisvilles-top-1 O-most-expensive-neighbortloods-of-2015/ 3/13 
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Indian Hills C3' Is another Louisville neighborhood with a wide range of home prices, especially after annexing the less expensive neighborhood to the northeast a few years back. I Photo by Tre 

Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $811 ,642 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 14 

7) CHEROKEE TRIANGLE 

https:/~effersonpva .ky.gov/2016/01 /06/1ou1sv1lles-top-1 O-most-expens1v neighborhoods-of-2015/ 4/13 
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Condos, bungalows, brick traditional homes and, oh yes, stately mansions can all be found In the Cherokee Triangle - a Louisville gem of a neighborhood. I Photo by Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $851 ,563 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 8 

6) ANCHORAGE 

https://jeff erson pva .ky.gov/2016/01 /06/louisvilles-top-1 O-most-expensiv&neighbortioods-of-2015/ 5/13 
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In the 1940s, Anchorage was a quaint little town out in the country. Today it's practically in the heart of the city with all the outward expansion. It's still a sought-after location for many in search of 

luxury living. I Photo by Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $934, 139 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 18 

5) GLENVIEW 

https:/ (jeff ersonpva .ky. gov/2016101 /06/louisvi lles-top-1 0--most-expensive-neig hborhoods-of-2015/ 6/13 
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No. 2 in 2013, then first In 2014, Glenview fell to No. 5 in this year's survey. But that doesn't change that it's home to some of Louisville's most amazing homes. I Photo by Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $954,250 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 4 

4) SPRING FARM LAKE 

https:/Jjeffersonpva.ky.gov/2016/01 /06/louisvilles-top-1 O-most-expensive-neighborhoods-of-2015/ 7/13 
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Home to this past year's Homearama 8' , Spring Farm Lake is a continuation of high-end homes that began on Spring Farm Road about 10 years ago. Just remember that new construction 

costs have risen lately, so each square foot of luxury will now cost you more than it used to. I Photo by Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $963, 158 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 8 

3) SPRING FARM PLACE 

https:/f)effersonpva.ky.gov/2016/01106/louisvilles-lop-1 O-mosl-i:!Xpensive-neighborhoods-of-20151 8113 
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Spring Farm Place is the first neighborhood that began a confusing theme of similarly named subdivisions located off Wolf Pen. This subdivision has been home to new construction luxury in 

Louisville's East End for the past decade. I Photo by Tre Pryor 

Average Sale Price: $1 ,062,500 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 4 

2) CHEROKEE HILLS 

https:/ ~eff ersonpva .ky. gov/2016/01 /06/lou isv1lles-top-1 0-most-expensive-neighborhoods-of-2015/ 9/13 
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Only a handful of homes trade hands each year In this neighborhood nestled between Bonnycastle and Seneca Gardens. As it turns out, when the 7 ,000-square-foot mansion on 4 acres sells for 

$2.3m, it tends to bring up the area's average. I Photo by ©Listing Broker 

Average Sale Price: $1 ,093,800 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 5 

1) HARROD'S GLEN 

https:/{jeffersonpva.ky.gov/2016/01106/louisvilles-top-1 O-most-expensive-neighborhoods-<>f-2015/ 10/13 
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High-end neighborhoods tend to take longer to complete. Harrod's Glen was no exception, especially with its unfortunate timing alongside the housing recession. But 1f you drive through it today, 

you'll see some of the most beautiful homes in Louisville. I Photo by ©Listing Broker 

Average Sale Price: $1 ,911 ,667 
Number of Homes Sold Above $500k in 2015: 3 

INTERESTING FINDINGS 

In the end, it wasn't even close. Harrod's Glen is by far the most expensive neighborhood in Louisville. Even as the East End bridge nears completion , the additional 
traffic isn't stopping high-end buyers from snatching up these incredible homes just minutes from the Gene Snyder Expressway. 

Now let's see how this year's most expensive Louisville neighborhoods compare to past years. 

2015 

1 

2 

2014 

Harrod's Glen 

Cherokee Hills 

2013 

Glenview 

Mockingbird Valley 

https:/ /jeff ersonpva .ky. gov/2016101 /06/1ou1svilles-top-1 0-most-ex pensive-neighborhoods-of-2015/ 
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Glenview 
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3 Spring Farm Place Glenview Acres Mockingbird Valley 

4 Spring Farm Lake Bonnlewood Bonnycastfe 

5 Glenview Mockingbird Gardens Anchorage Woods 

6 Anchorage Anchorage Mockingbird Gardens 

7 Cherokee Triangle Indian Hills Indian Hiiis 

8 Indian Hills Woods tone Cherokee Gardens 

9 Lake Forest Sutherland Anchorage 

10 Mockingbird Gardens Rolling Fields Hurstborurne 

In closing, here are the remaining Louisville neighborhoods from our report and how they finished the year. 

1. WATERFRONT PARK PLACE $680,500 

2. ROLLING FIELDS $671,700 

3. HIGHLANDS $648,393 

4. OWL COVE ESTATES $648,333 

5. CHEROKEE GARDENS $642,857 

6. BEECH SPRING FARM $632,289 

7. NORTON COMMONS $631,851 

8. SUTHERLAND $620,893 

9. WOLF PEN SPRINGS $610,667 

10. INNISBROOK $599,518 

11. OXMOOR WOODS $599,083 

12. LOCUST CREEK $598, 109 

13. LANDIS LAKES $580,250 

' 14. ·MOCKINGBIRD VALLEY $551,874 

httpsJ~effersonpva .ky.gov/2016/01 /06/louisvilles-top-1O-most-expenslve-nelghborhoods-of-2015/ 12113 
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, 15. ·SHAKES RUN $544,851 

16. POLO FIELDS $544,500 

17. ROCK SPRINGS $544,400 

18. THE FALLS AT OLD HENRY $540,517 

19. SENECA GARDENS $527,333 

20. MOCKINGBIRD TERRACE $516,978 

This entry was posted In Kentucky-Wide News, Loulsvllle..Jefferson County News, Mayor's Community Conversations, Website News. 
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Fact Sheet: 
Cell Towers Create Significant Decline in 

Property Value 

Arrowbee residents are justifiably concerned that the proposed Verizon cell tower will 
reduce the value of our homes and properties. Peer reviewed studies and experienced real 
estate and appraisal professionals agree that cell towers impact property value 
significantly. The ripple effect of negative property values in Arrowbee will also impact the 
value of property in the surrounding area. 

POTENTIAL BUYERS ARE TURNED OFF BY CELL TOWERS FOR THREE PRIMARY 

REASONS: 

• Aesthetics - Cell towers, even those that look like fake pine trees, are aesthetically 
unpleasing. They are not compatible with the nature of the neighborhood. They 
change the character of a neighborhood, especially those in rural areas. They create 
a visual blight Potential buyers aren't interested in spending their money on visual 
blight 

• Health Concerns - Despite industry assertions about the safety of cell towers, there 
has been widespread media attention about persistent health concerns for cell 
towers and for wireless technology in general. Regardless of the validity of these 
concerns, the perception is what influences a potential buyer. With widespread 
concern comes widespread negative perception. 

• Property Value - Potential buyers are not interested in a property that has the 
baggage of a cell tower that may affect the future value of the property. Buyers see 
the risk of the investment as too great 

STUDIES HA VE DOCUMENTED THE DETRIMENT AL EFFECTS OF CELL TOWERS ON 
PROPERTY VALUES: 

1. A study by the National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy published in June 
2014 titled "Neighborhood Cell Towers & Antennas-Do They Impact a Property's 
Desirability?" found that: 

• 94% of home buyers and renters are less interested and would pay less for 
a property located near a cell tower or antenna 

• 79% said that under no circumstances would they ever purchase or rent 
a property within a few blocks of a cell tower or antennas 

• 90% said they were concerned about the increasing number of cell towers 
and antennas in residential neighborhoods. 

Data compiled by J. Barbieri 
November 2015 



• Betsy Lehrfeld, an attorney and Executive Director of NISLAPP says: "The 
proliferation of this irradiating infrastructure throughout our country would 
never have occurred in the first place had Section 704 of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 not prohibited state and local governments 
from regulating the placement of wireless facilities on health or 
environmental grounds. The federal preemption leaves us in a situation 
today where Americans are clearly concerned about risks from antennas and 
towers, some face cognitive and physical health consequences, yet they and 
their families increasingly have no choice but to endure these 
exposures, while watching their real property valuations decline." Link 
hlli.. 

2. A study published in The Appraisal Journal in the Fall of 2007 titled "The Effect of 
Distance to Cell Phone Towers on House Prices in Florida" found that: 

• In terms of the effect that proximity to a tower has on price, the overall 
results indicate that this is statistically significant and negative. Generally, 
the closer a property is to the tower, the greater the decrease in price. The 
effect of proximity to a tower reduces price by 15% on average. Link here. 

3. A study published in The Appraisal Journal in the Summer of 2005 titled "The 
Impact of Cell Phone Towers on House Prices in Residential Neighborhoods," found 
that: 

• People generally expect to pay 10% to over 20% less for a home located 
near a cell tower, and 

• Actual prices were reduced by 21 % after a cell tower was built in a 
neighborhood. 

• "Even buyers who believe that there are no adverse health affects from 
cell phone base stations, knowing that other potential buyers might think 
the reverse, will probably seek a price discount for a property located 
near a cell phone base station." Link here. 

THERE IS WIDESPREAD AGREEMENT AMONG REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS ACROSS 

THE COUNTRY ABOUT THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF CELL TOWERS ON PROPERTY 
VALUE 

By California Statue, real estate agents representing a seller of residential property ... "have 
the duty to conduct a reasonably competent and diligent visual inspection of the property 
and to disclose to a prospective buyer all material facts affecting value, desirability, and 
implicitly intended use." Link here. 

• Tina Canaris, an associate broker and a co-owner of RE/MAX Hearthstone in 
Merrick, said: "Even houses where there are transformers in front" make "people 
shy away," "If they have the opportunity to buy another home, they do." She said cell 
antennas and towers near homes affected property values, adding, "You can see a 
buyer's dismay over the sight of a cell tower near a home just by their expression, 

Data compiled by J. Barbieri 
November 2015 



even if they don't say anything." From: "A Push back Against Cell Towers," New York 
Times, 8-27-10. Link here. 

• Addora Beal, Broker Associate with Hall Chambers Real Estate testified to the 
Glendale City Council in January 2009 that: "Perception is everything. If the public 
perceives it to be a problem, then it is a problem. It really does affect property 
values." Link h re at the 2:35:24 mark. 

• Donna Bohanna, President/Realtor of Solstice International Reality said to the Los 
Angeles Board of Supervisors in 2009 that: "As a real tor, I must disclose to potential 
buyers where there are any cell towers nearby. I have found in my own experience 
that there is a very real stigma and cellular facilities near homes are perceived as 
undesirable." Link here. 

• Twenty-seven real estate professionals signed a letter to the Burbank City Council 
ini 2009 stating that cell towers negatively impact the property value of 
surrounding homes and properties. The letter said in part: "It is our professional 
opinion that cell towers decrease the value of homes in the area tremendously." 1in.k 
~. 

• Real estate appraiser Robert Heffernan presented a report to the Bridgewater New 
Jersey zoning board in 2012, stating that: "I believe the tower will have an adverse 
impact to surrounding properties." He continued, saying that price differentials "are 
based on a negative externality, which causes the house closest to the structure to 
be lower in the value that ones farther away." He noted that structures that are 
unlike what is typically seen in a neighborhood create an anomaly and that in his 
experience, people do not choose to live near these types of structures. Link here. 

Two IMPORTANT NOTES 

1. The U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in October 2009 affirmed residents ' right to 
oppose a wireless tower based on aesthetics, saying in part that: "The experience of 
traveling along a picturesque street is different from the experience of traveling 
through the shadows of a WCF [wireless communications facility], and we see 
nothing exceptional in the city's determination that the former is less discomforting, 
less troubling, less annoying and less distressing than the latter." Link here. 

2. Also note that El Dorado County's rules about Special Use Permits (which Verizon is 
seeking) require that the special use "would not be .. .injurious to the neighborhood." 
A decline in property value is an extraordinary burden to place on residents, 
particularly when Verizon already has coverage in the area, and that a rural county 
surely has non-residential areas better suited for industrial blight 

Data compiled by J. Barbieri 
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A Pushback Against Cell Towers - The New York nmes 

REAL ESTATE IN THE REGION I LONG ISLAND 

A Pushback Against Cell Towers 
By MARCELLE S. FISCHLER AUG. 27, 2010 

Wantagh 

TINA CANARIS, an associate broker and a co-owner of RE/MAX Hearthstone 

in Merrick, has a $999,000 listing for a high ranch on the water in South Merrick, 

one of a handful of homes on the block on the market. But her listing has what some 

consider a disadvantage: a cell antenna poking from the top of a telephone pole at 

the front of the 65-by-100-foot lot. 

"Even houses where there are transformers in front" make "people shy away,'' 

Ms. Canaris said. "If they have the opportunity to buy another home, they do." 

She said cell antennas and towers near homes affected property values, adding, 

''You can see a buyer's dismay over the sight of a cell tower near a home just by their 

expression, even if they don't say anything." 

By blocking, or seeking to block, cell towers and antennas over the course of the 

last year, Island homeowners have given voice to concerns that proximity lo a 

monopole or antenna may not be just aesthetically unpleasing but also harmful to 

property values. Many also perceive health risks in proximity to radio frequency 

radiation emissions, despite industry assertions and other evidence disputing that 

such emissions pose a hazard. 

Emotions are running so high in areas like Wantagh, where an application for 

SEE MY OPTIONS 
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Town of Hempstead imposed a moratorium on applications until Sept. 21. That is 

the date for a public hearing on a new town ordinance stiffening requirements. 

At a community meeting on Aug. 16 at Wantagh High School, Dave Denenberg, the 

Nassau county legislator for Bellmore, Wantagh and Merrick, told more than 200 

residents that 160 cell antennas had been placed on telephone poles in the area in 

the last year by NextG, a wireless neh\'ork provider. 

"Everyone has a cellphone," Mr. Denenberg said, "but that doesn't mean you 

have to have cell installations right across the street from your house." Under the old 

town code, installations over 30 feet high required an exemption or a variance. But 

in New York, wireless providers have public utility status, like LIPA and Cablevision, 

and they can bypass zoning boards. 

Earlier this month in South Huntington, T-Mobile was ordered to take down a 

new 100-foot monotower erected on property deemed environmentally sensitive 

(and thus requiring a variance). Andrew J. Campanelli, a civil rights lawyer in 

Garden City, said a group of residents had hired him to oppose the cellular 

company's application. 

"They were worried about the property values," Mr. Campanelli said. "If your 

home is near a cell antenna, the value of your property is going down at least 4 

percent. Depending on the size of the tower and the proximity, it is going down 10 

percent." 

In January, in an effort to dismantle 50 cell antennas on a water tower across 

from a school in the village of Bayville, Mr. Campanelli filed a federal lawsuit that 

cited health risks and private property rights. 

In a statement, Dr. Anna F. Hunderfund, the Locust Valley superintendent, said 

that in February 2009 the district had engaged a firm to study the cellphone 

installations near the Bayville schools, finding that the tower "posed no significant 

health risks," and she noted that the emission levels fell well below amounts deemed 

unsafe by the Federal Communications Commission. 

http:llwww.nytimes.com/2010/08/29/realestate/29Llzo.html? _r=1 &ref=realestate 214 
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In June 2009, Sharon Curry, a psychologist in Merrick, woke up to find a cell 

antenna abutting her backyard, level to her 8-year-old son's bedroom window. 

Puzzled by its presence, particularly because she lives next to an elementary 

school, she did research to see if there was cause for concern. What she learned 

about possible health impacts, she said, led her to seek help from civic associations 

and to form a group, Moms of Merrick Speak Out, to keep new cell towers out. She 

said she was seeking the "responsible" placement of cell antennas, away from homes 

and schools. 

The Federal Communications Act of 1996 says health concerns are not a valid 

reason for a municipality to deny zoning for a cell tower or antenna. Property values 

and aesthetics, however, do qualify, according to the act. 

Frank Schilero, an associate broker with RE/MAX Innovations in Wantagh, has 

a listing on a $629,000 home down the street from the Farmingdale Wantagh 

Jewish Center, where the application is pending to put six cell antennas on the roof. 

"People don't like living next to cell towers, for medical reasons or aesthetics," 

Mr. Schilero said ..... Or they don't want that eyesore sticking up in their backyards." 

There is an offer on his listing, he added, but since the buyer heard about the 

possible cell antennas she has sought more information from the wireless companies 

about their size and impact. 

Charles Kovit, the Hempstead deputy town attorney, said that under the 

proposed code change any new towers or antennas would have to be 1,500 feet from 

residences, schools, houses of worship and libraries. 

The town recently hired a consultant, Richard A. Cami of the Center for 

Municipal Solutions in Glenmont, to review antenna applications. 

Under the new ordinance, applications for wireless facilities would require 

technical evidence that they had a "gap" in coverage necessitating a new tower. 

"If not, they will get denied," Mr. Kovit said. The wireless companies would also 

have to prove that the selected location had "the least negative impact on area 

http://www.nytJmes.com/201 0/08/29/realestate/29Llzo. html? _r= 1 &ref=realestate 314 
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character and property values." If another location farther away from homes can 

solve the gap problem, "they are going to have to move." 

A version of this article appears in print on August 29, 2010, on Page RE9 of the New York edition with 
the headline: A Pushback Against Cell Towers. 

© 2018 The New York limes Company 
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